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Abstract The ideas in this paper are motivated by an increased need for sys-
tematic data-enabled resource management of large-scale electric energy sys-
tems. The basic control objective is to manage uncertain disturbances, power
imbalances in particular, by optimizing available power resources. To that end,
we start with a centralized optimal control problem formulation of system-level
performance objective subject to complex interconnection constraints and con-
straints representing highly heterogeneous internal dynamics of system com-
ponents. To manage spatial complexity, an inherent multi-layered structure
is utilized by expressing interconnection constraints in terms of unified power
variables and their dynamics. Similarly, the internal dynamics of components
and sub-systems (modules), including their primary automated feedback con-
trol, is modeled so that their input-output characterization is also expressed in
terms of power variables. This representation is shown to be key to managing
the multi-spatial complexity of the problem. In this unifying energy/power
state space, the system constraints are all fundamentally convex, resulting
in the convex dynamic optimization problem, for typically utilized quadratic
cost functions. Based on this, an interactive multi-layered modeling and con-
trol method is introduced. While the approach is fundamentally based on
the primal-dual decomposition of the centralized problem, it is proposed for
the first time to utilize sensitivity functions of distributed agents for solving
the primal distributed problem. Iterative communication complexity typically
required for convergence of point-wise information exchange is replaced by
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the embedded distributed optimization by the modules when creating these
functions. A theoretical proof of the convergence claim is given. Notably, the
inherent multi-temporal complexity is managed by performing model predic-
tive control (MPC)-based decision making when solving distributed primal
problems. The formulation enables distributed decision-makers to value un-
certainties and related risks according to their preferences. Ultimately, the
distributed decision making results in creating a bid function to be used at
the coordinating market-clearing level. The optimization approach in this pa-
per provides a theoretical foundation for next-generation Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition (SCADA) in support of a Dynamic Monitoring and De-
cision Systems (DyMonDS) framework for a multi-layered interactive market
implementation in which the grid users follow their sub-objectives and the
higher layers coordinate interconnected sub-systems and the high-level system
objectives. This makes it conclusive when designing IT-enabled protocols for
secure operations, planning, and markets.

Keywords Modeling · Complex electric energy systems · Control systems ·
Optimization · Reliable electric energy · Efficient electric energy systems ·
Electricity Markets

1 Introduction

This paper introduces a novel modeling and optimization approach for complex
electric energy systems. The complexity is multi-fold. New technologies are
being embedded within the legacy of electric energy systems. Also, subsystems
have often conflicting sub-objectives which are a combination of technical,
economic, business and cyber-security functions. One of the main challenges is
how to capture the inter-dependencies within these rapidly changing systems.
In this paper, we show that it is sufficient to characterize all components and
sub-systems as triplets of power, rate of power and rate of reactive power
needed by and/or provided to the rest of the system. This helps conceptualize
the decision-making regarding interactions: (a) between components within
any given subsystem, and (b) between subsystems within the interconnected
system.

We show that protocols for interactive information exchange between com-
plex technology-specific subsystems, on one hand, and the higher-layer aggre-
gated entities, on the other, can be supported using only this triplet of vari-
ables referred to as the interaction variables. The subsystem-level automated
control design in support of decisions to participate in power balancing and
delivery at the rate determined by their specific technologies and preferences
is posed as the problem of a multi-layered complex system design needed to
meet interaction specifications. Today’s balancing authorities (BAs) are an ag-
gregate case of this more general architecture comprising all grid users (small
prosumers, large conventional generators, renewable resources) as well as de-
livery systems (electrical microgrids, distribution, transmission, regional and
multi-regional grids as well as gas, heat, and water). For this multi-layered
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interactive approach to work, each grid user must belong to an intelligent
Balancing Authority (iBA) unless it is completely disconnected.

It is suggested to further consider this modeling framework as the basis
for next-generation SCADA which provides transparent information. Perhaps
the compelling reason for moving forward with establishing protocols for sup-
porting future operations, planning and markets using the proposed modeling
approach is that these are effectively an outgrowth of specifications/standards
used for automatic generation control (AGC) in today’s industry. It is shown
that the technically challenging extension of ACE to support balancing power
at specific rates over time-horizons relevant for stable operation without expe-
riencing fast sub-transient (mechanical, electro-magnetic) resonance or tran-
sient instability is closely related to the problem of controlling rate of change
of instantaneous real power imbalances. These are further used to stress the
fundamental relevance of fast power electronic switching, fast storage, and
non-linear control so that specifications of fast interactions by the iBAs can
be implemented. Much the same way as with the ingenious Automatic Gener-
ation Control(AGC), it becomes possible to operate the system by specifying
performance in terms of ACE-like variables, now for all iBAs and over a stra-
tum of temporal horizons [1].

Today’s reliability and cyber-security standards can and should evolve into
more flexible protocols supported by this framework. It is even possible to
compute boundaries of the iBAs dynamically, which would make it practi-
cally impossible for the intruders to corrupt the critically-needed information.
Therefore, it becomes possible to manage complexity by protecting only the
information important for operations in a cyber-secure manner.

1.1 Contributions

We propose new formulations that help manage these complex energy systems
without any a priori simplifications, as prevalent in today’s methods. The
contributions of this paper are multi-fold:

First, the application of a general modeling framework proposed in [2]
is utilized to model interactions of electric energy systems. This modeling is
unified and is based on the general conservation laws, thus overcoming the
complexity of modeling for power system operations, markets and analysis,
irrespective of its size and the heterogeneity of the components and/or their
aggregates.

Second, new formulations have been proposed to ensure that the decision-
making framework is in alignment with the underlying physics. These for-
mulations are further shown to be convex with linear constraints when the
component specifications are all in terms of the interaction variables. As a
result, optimal control with unique global optimum can be found, if there ex-
ists at least one feasible operating point. The interactive nature of modeling,
coupled with the protocols proposed serves as the basis for implementability
of the commitments made by each of the decision-making hierarchical layers.
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Third, we provide a theoretical foundation for DyMonDS supporting novel
decomposition strategy wherein the agents and/or groups of agents exchange
minimal information with their aggregators/coordinators. This minimal infor-
mation is in the form of sensitivity functions for prices, instead of the points
used in state-of-the-art decomposition strategies. Due to the minimal coordina-
tion and the quadratic assumption of the bid curves, we show that convergence
of system-level objective functions at a rate of O(1/k) can be achieved.

Finally, it is proposed to utilize the modeling framework supplemented with
DyMonDS-based decomposition strategy to assess the trade-offs with regards
to risks taken by the agents through embedded model predictive control versus
the coordinator assuming the risk through multi-temporal markets involving
information exchange through the triplets of power, rate of power and rate of
reactive power.

Most importantly, one should note that our proposed methods can be em-
bedded within existing SCADA in power grids without much-added hardware
deployment. According to the best of authors’ knowledge, the interactive ap-
proach to efficiently operating electric energy systems through implementable
protocols is first of its kind.

1.2 Outline

The paper is organized as follows: We begin with a brief overview of the exist-
ing literature on the study of complex energy systems in Section 2. We next
pose the problem and describe the need to establish consistent and transparent
protocols, for operating such complex systems. It is, in particular, a difficult
task to align the sub-objectives of technologically and socially diverse decision-
makers with the grid-level objectives [3]. The hurdles involved in managing
these systems are presented on a hypothetical grid as an example in Section 3.
We propose to utilize the modeling framework proposed in [2] in the context
of these complex energy systems to facilitate the integration of heterogeneous
devices efficiently. It is important to note that the changing energy systems
are always subject to ever-changing disturbances entering the grid, and thus
it becomes important to characterize the dynamic inefficiency as the agents
interact with one another. The modeling framework along with the characteri-
zation of dynamic inefficiencies and interconnected system stability conditions
proposed in [2, 4] have been reviewed in Section 4. We further elaborate on
certain elements of the modeling framework that assist the generalization of
today’s AGC. Here we also highlight how the modeling of instantaneous reac-
tive power dynamics at the interfaces can help characterize both inefficiencies
and the passivity conditions.

We next pose the problem for managing heterogeneous agents within each
iBA and/or to coordinate multiple iBAs, as a continuous-time optimal con-
trol problem subject to dynamic constraints in energy space in Section 5. The
linearity of the coupling constraints in energy space is utilized to propose a
novel decomposition technique through minimal coordination. This algorithm
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and the associated sub-problems to be solved by the agents and the coordina-
tors are formulated in Section 6. It is shown that the optimization problems
for coordinating interactions within or across iBAs become linear convex opti-
mization problems in the energy space. This is true as long as specifications of
iBAs are in terms of interaction variables. The resulting system equilibrium is
shown to be near-optimal in an average sense over coordination time intervals.
The convergence analysis of such spatial decomposition method is provided in
Appendix A.

In Section 7, we elaborate upon how multi-temporal disturbance predic-
tions can be accounted for in the continuous-time problem posed. The risks
associated with future availability of the energy resources can either be com-
pletely assumed by coordinators, maintaining enough reserves for just-in-case
type of uncertainty. Alternatively, the problem can be formulated as a wait-
and-see type of uncertainty, facilitating agents themselves to submit bids to
make profits for the future possible shortage of energy resources, based on
their risk margins. Often the former is a better option for smaller grids such
as microgrids, while the latter can be considered similar to the approach taken
by today’s bidding strategies of large generators. The interactive framework
facilitates such trade-off analysis in a transparent manner through the pro-
posed protocols. The results are heavily dependent on the availability of the
disturbance predictions and its variation, characteristics of the agents, and how
risk-averse the entities are. Such a discussion in the context of these energy
systems is offered in Section 7. Notably, this interactive modeling and control
framework lends itself to monetization of the risks taken by the different agents
and/or their iBAs.

Only a few examples of the usage of the proposed modeling framework that
could exploit the inherent complexity of the grids to its advantage are provided.
The scope and applicability of such an approach are enormous and can be
utilized towards various other aspects of energy systems including efficient
investment planning, cybersecurity, state estimation, computer architecture
design and many more. Some of these future research directions are discussed in
Section 8. In Section 9, a few recommendations are made for further discussion
of the proposed energy-space based next generation SCADA and protocols for
enabling reliable and efficient data-enabled electricity services at a value. It
is pointed out that this general proposal was made to FERC in an invited
testimony on the state of reliability, and that the recommendation was made
to work closer with industry to pursue it for further adoption [5]. It is with
this in mind that this paper is written to motivate further consideration of the
proposed framework.

2 Related work

Future electric energy systems will comprise multi-physics energy conversion
equipment, resources and loads, interfaced with the electric energy delivery
system. Presently these systems are not modeled as end-to-end systems. Most
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literature on energy systems can be broadly categorized into two paths of
research: component-level and system-level. Each of the components ranging
from the large-scale generators to that of demand-side water heater devices
has been studied extensively for their ability to control output specifications,
such as the nominal frequency and voltage in generators and permissible tem-
peratures in electrical water heaters [6–11]. These components, however, have
not been designed to satisfy the specifications on interactions with the grid,
which are of importance for system-level studies [3]. Given the sheer size of
these systems, the study of the interactions of component-specific dynamics
with that of the interactions in the system has always been represented as a
major challenge [11, 12].

2.1 Modeling and control

From the systems perspective, traditionally power grids have been studied by
utilizing Thevenin and Norton’s equivalent circuits recomputed every timestep,
the accuracy of which depends on the chosen interaction protocols and are
generally not scalable to very large systems. [1] has proposed a scalable two-
tier flocking-based protocol for ensuring transient stability of large power grids.
This study, however, begins with a Kron-reduced network for assessing the
generator-induced instabilities alone. This has been a valid approach in the
past when the disturbances entering the grid such as those from the renewables
and did not form a high fraction of the generation portfolio.

Another complexity arises as the future evolution of the disturbances has
to be taken into account. Such time-coupled constraints have been handled
in the past for hydro-thermal scheduling in large scale power systems, which
have been extended to batteries utilized in energy management as well [13].
Especially with the passing of the FERC order 841 for the inclusion of storage
in market operations, rapid development and deployment of storage are be-
coming a reality [14]. While the system-level problem is more complex due to
time-coupled dynamic constraints of the batteries, a large number of papers
proposing variants of dynamic programming are being written for solving such
problems efficiently [15–19].

The need to consider more granular modeling for system-level studies has
been realized with the advent of IoT devices, particularly in retail markets
and distribution grid operations [20, 21]. This increases the problem com-
plexity because of a large number of decision variables and constraints. Most
system-level studies have targeted a specific temporal and spatial scale to ei-
ther perform market design and/or design control strategies. For instance, the
protocols for control design to ensure stable operation of smaller electric power
grids, capable of operating autonomously, also referred to as microgrids, have
been studied in [22–29]. The distribution grids coordinating millions of small
KW-level devices have been studied in the context of quantifying the aggregate
flexibility [30–34].
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2.2 Resolving computational complexity

Typically the benchmark problems for the energy management are non-convex.
To apply any decomposition strategy, these constraints are all simplified by
applying convex approximations [35–38]. There exist a few papers on the de-
coupled real and reactive power flow analysis as well [39, 40]. A few other
approaches include use of auxiliary gradient system, holomorphic embedding
and homotopy-based methods [41–44]. These approaches, however, are not
scalable. Furthermore, recent literature on distribution grids utilizes simpli-
fied network models, valid only for the radial networks [45–49]. A few studies
have focused on solution approaches to decrease the solution time and min-
imize the duality gap [50–52]. Most literature on the coordination of small
end-users that suffer the curse of dimensionality has focused on the usage of
real power flow constraints alone[53].

Realizing the inherent spatial complexity, several decomposition methods
have traditionally been utilized in power grids [54]. Augmented Lagrangian
relaxation schemes have been introduced to ensure convexity of the decom-
posed problems, resulting in a class of numerical methods called Alternating
Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [55]. Proximal methods which are
a generalization of ADMM methods have gained a lot of attention in recent
years. As a result. several advancements in ADMM have been proposed in
the past two decades to decrease the solution time and number of iterations
for convergence [56]. [45] has proposed a proximal message passing scheme to
solve the optimal power flow problem with dynamic constraints of batteries
through a peer-to-peer communication architecture. This work, however, fails
to consider other types of heterogeneous DERs and also its decentralized algo-
rithm utilizes point-by-point updates, requiring a larger number of iterations
for convergence. Several other decentralized and distributed schemes for energy
management have been proposed [57–63]. While some of these papers extend
the architecture to a hierarchical setting, they do not consider the effect of
internal control design and its saturation on the system-level performance.

2.3 Accounting for uncertainties and risks

While most of the research is targeted towards the deterministic setting, the
net inflexible demand, in general, can not be predicted accurately enough. As
a result, several stochastic and robust optimization strategies have also been
developed for large scale power systems to manage utility-scale uncertainties in
wind, solar and demand forecasts. [64–68]. In the distribution grids, stochastic
formulations have been proposed through bin-based models for characterizing
the approximate aggregate performance of homogeneous distributed energy re-
sources (DERs) [69–71]. The performance of this is however contingent upon
the law of large numbers [30, 31]. A few other studies in the literature have
relied on utilizing fast expensive batteries to ensure aggregate performance by
also considering uncertainties in retail market prices[32, 72, 73]. A compara-
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tive analysis of demand response utilizing stochastic and robust optimization
methods have been done in [74] by considering price uncertainty. A few other
have taken an approach to characterize flexibility of an aggregation of small
end-users by characterizing the upper and lower bounds of the aggregate con-
sumption variation ahead of time [75]. But all of these studies considered pro-
sumers as price-takers without accounting for local device level uncertainties
and their willingness to offer grid services.

2.4 Implementation of markets

Existing literature overlays market design on top of these complex systems
through non-transparent protocols of the grid entities. Present-day operations
procure reserves at different timescales to be able to cater to unpredictable dis-
turbances. Today this is being done by activating several additional generators
without actually supplying any load and are referred to as Reliability Must-
Run (RMR) units [76]. Procuring these resources thus incurs additional costs
referred to as uplift or out-of-merit scheduling costs, which get reflected in the
form of increased electricity bills. The procurement of resources is also done
irrespective of the internal control design schemes. As a result, the compo-
nent commitments are only often estimated but not implementable, resulting
in inefficient operations [76, 77]. In particular, the commitments made by the
entities are not aligned with the control objectives of these components. This
makes the adherence to market commitments questionable, in light of the non-
stationary disturbances entering the components both from the grid and from
the external environment at different timescales.

A variety of pricing rules have been studied to support efficient market
operations. Multi-period markets have been studied in [78, 79]. The non-
convexities associated with start-up, shut-down, and several other non-convexities
result in mixed-integer linear programming problem that can not be mapped
to appropriate pricing schemes and so there have been several studies on re-
laxation techniques for each of these convexities to then deduce a transparent
pricing mechanism. These methods are mostly not scalable [80, 81]. At present,
there exist only standards for operating large scale electric power grids; there
are no well-defined protocols for supporting interactions between the DERs
embedded within the balancing authorities. As the number and type of small
DERs embedded into distribution and microgrids increases, it is important to
have information exchange between different layers within complex balancing
authorities at different spatio-temporal levels.

2.5 Dynamic problems

Furthermore, most of the existing studies assume perfect stabilizing control at
the component level for all operating conditions. System-level stability studies
are performed only minimally in light of the static decisions made, and fur-
ther such assessment is only performed by applying various network reduction
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techniques, thus leaving the grid vulnerable to unforeseen operating conditions
[3]. In order to emulate these interactions, there has been increased interest
in simulating the detailed component dynamics while modeling dynamics of
external environment [82–85]. More and more hardware-in-loop tests beds are
being conducted to analyze the effect of fast power electronic controllers on
smaller microgrids [86–88]. There however are lack of systematic methods to
ensure stable operation of even these smaller sized general topology of the mi-
crogrids [25, 61]. What is needed is a simple yet unified approach to managing
these complex energy systems by suitably defining protocols for operations,
control and risk mitigation in response to multi-rate and multi-spatial distur-
bances seen.

In this paper, we recognize the fundamental difficulties underlying the com-
plexity of these complex systems. In particular, there is no alignment between
the data exchanged and the existing software used for energy management,
on one hand, and the performance objectives, such as efficiency, reliability,
cyber-security, and resiliency, on the other. Fundamentally, the question arises
concerning minimal specifications needed for information exchange so that
when coordination is carried out using this information the interconnected
system “works”.

3 Problem posing and the challenges involved

Shown in Fig. 1 is a conceptual representation of two BAs (shown in red boxes)
responsible for compensating energy imbalances seen by each area. These en-
ergy imbalances are known as the Area Control Error (ACE), caused by a
combination of each BA load deviations from the forecast and by the de-
viations of energy exchanges from the pre-agreed on schedules by the BAs.
The BA-level feedback function known as the Automatic Generation Control
(AGC) is responsible for ensuring that ACE crosses zero once 10 minutes. This
standard is expected to ensure that QoS measured in terms of frequency de-
viations from its nominal value if ACE crosses zero on a 10-minute basis. The
assumption made is that ACE is generally a zero-mean deviation during this
period. At a much faster time scale, it is assumed that generators being the
only truly controlled components have local automation to control frequency
and voltage to their setpoints. This, again, assumes that disturbances around
operating conditions for which the PID automation was tuned are small. Fre-
quency dynamics is governed by the mismatch of mechanical power applied to
the rotor shaft of a generator and of electrical power consumed at its termi-
nals. The rate at which frequency oscillates depends on the inertia of the power
plant, according to Newton’s law. The governor changes this rate of response
in closed-loop in response to frequency deviation from the governor control set
point. The approach utilized today is not necessarily implementable.

Furthermore, at a finer granularity, each of the areas in the red boxes may
represent small microgrids with heterogeneous components interconnected through
smaller microgrids. Some form of energy conversion (mechanical to electrical;
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Fig. 1 Generation and demand changing at varying rates in the two areas

chemical to electrical) takes place internally within a component, and the in-
ternal energy converted to the electrical energy gets sent and delivered via the
electric power grid. With the changing energy systems, modeling new tech-
nologies are becoming quintessential, since they may have a significant effect
on the reliability and efficiency of an end-to-end electric energy system. How-
ever, representing sufficiently detailed models of such a heterogeneous system
is practically impossible. In particular, different resources are manufacturer-
specific and often the details of internal technology are not made known to the
users. This fundamental dichotomy is the main reason for the unified multi-
layered modeling approach, that we propose to utilize the general modeling
framework in [2] to model the interactions of multi-physics components and
their aggregates.

Typically, some of these components within the red boxes in Fig. 1 are
controllable while the rest are uncontrollable and are seen as disturbances that
can be predicted at multiple spatial and temporal scales with varying levels of
accuracy. Furthermore, the controllable components can not instantaneously
ramp-up and down their real power injections, resulting in supply-demand
imbalance creating frequency and voltage excursions that affect the Quality
of Response (QoR). Most of the hierarchical control attempts to balance real
power supply and demand, and it assumes that the reactive power is such that
the power delivery is feasible and stable within the frequency and voltage limits
allowed by the equipment manufacturers. Therefore, it is assumed that reactive
power deviations do not affect significantly real power dynamics, therefore
control of frequency and voltage utilize decoupled models. These models and
resultantly traditionally utilized decision-making software with embedded unit
commitment or AC optimal power flow are all static in nature. They can not
be utilized to ensure that the rates of changes in power injections exactly
match. For instance, consider the net generation and consumption seen in the
higher layers in Fig. 1 where a fast solar power plant is injecting power into a
rather slow varying demand. This interconnection is not feasible and may lead
to unstable operation. We show with the proposed modeling framework how
the consideration of interaction dynamics can significantly affect the maximum
power transferable through a wire later in this section. We thereby also define
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the notion of dynamic inefficiencies that restrict the real power transfer that
produces useful work.

Also, the modeling language used in the large scale electric power grids has
been the one in which amplitudes and phase angle deviations of the sinusoidal
currents and voltages are much slower than their nominal frequency carrier.
This fundamentally allows for an algebraic relation between effort and flow
amplitudes and phases, and, furthermore, to use of complex-valued relations
between these variables. This modeling assumption, while somewhat hidden
and overlooked, is one of the key roadblocks to designing provably stable fast
switching nonlinear control. As a result, there have been recent occurrences
of sub-synchronous electromagnetic resonance between power electronically
switched control in wind power plants and the near-by series capacitors control
of transmission line inductances [89].

In addition, the markets are overlaid on top of these grids wherein there
may exist a wholesale market to coordinate the transactions at the higher
granularity and retail markets to clear the transactions within each micro-
grid. Today standard protocols only exist for wholesale markets, wherein the
coordinator assumes the risk of ensuring a sufficient number of resources are
available. This may be done over varying timescales and the incentives and
price signals for these resources are all quite arbitrary. The complexity in mod-
els and the non-convexity leading to a different primal-dual solution is a prime
cause for not having economic signals aligned with the technical ones.

At the conceptual level, in our modeling approach, any complex multi-
temporal multi-spatial heterogeneous electric energy system is represented by
modeling layers as the entities responsible for their performance in as much
detail as decided on by these entities. In what follows we introduce this multi-
layer modeling. We show how complex models of equipment and groups of
interconnected equipment can be derived by starting from detailed internal
dynamics and mapping it into dynamics relevant for deriving dynamic interac-
tive models of interconnected modules expressed in terms of common variables
we call interaction variables. This principle of modeling enables unified mod-
eling of interconnected systems without excessive complexity. It is shown in
this paper how this modeling can be used to support systematic optimization
and control at distributed layers, and, how can the interactive model be used
to enable the integration of otherwise physically heterogeneous modules with
qualitatively different sub-objectives.

4 Review of the modeling framework

The dynamic model of each component can be expressed in a standard state-
space form [90].

ẋi = f ′
x,i (xi, ui, mi, ri) xi(0) = xi,0

yi = f ′
y,i (xi, ui, mi, ri)

(1)
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where xi(t) ∈ Xi, ui(t) ∈ Ui, mi(t) ∈ Mi and ri(t) ∈ Ri denote local states,
inputs, local disturbances and port inputs belonging to respective manifolds
denoted as Xi,Ui,Mi,Ri. Variable yi(t) denotes local outputs of interest, typ-
ically frequency and voltage as the key indicators of QoS. A subset of the state
variables appear at the ports of the components which may be either flow-type
fi ∈ Fi or effort-type ei ∈ Ei variables. These variables are further associated
with respective conjugate variables which would be a flow-type ei ∈ F∗

i or
effort-type variable fi ∈ E∗

i respectively [91, 92]. At the ports, one of these
pairs is local to the component, while the other is dictated by its interconnec-
tion to the rest of the system, also defined as the port inputs in Eqn. (1). More
precisely, if the effort variable is a port state i.e. ei ∈ Xi, this implies, its pair
fi ∈ Ri.

The quantities of instantaneous real and reactive power appearing at any
of the ports characterized by respective effort and flow variables as shown in
Eqns. (2a) and (2b) [93]

Instantaneous real and reactive power:

Pi = eT
i fi ∀ (ei, fi) ∈ Ei × Fi (2a)

Q̇i = ei
T dfi

dt − fi
T dei

dt ∀
(

(ei, ėi) ,
(

fi, ḟi

))

∈ T E i × T F i (2b)

Here, T E i × T F i is the tangent manifold of the effort and flow variables
at the port of component i respectively [2]. The state variables can be utilized
to define the stored energy Ei, stored energy in tangent space Et,i, real power
in tangent space Pt,i, time constant τi, as follows: [2, 94]

Ei = 1
2xi

T Hixi Et,i = 1
2

dxi

dt

T
Hi

dxi

dt

τi = Ei(xi)
Di(xi)

Pt,i = dei

dt

T dfi

dt

(3)

Here Di(xi) is the damping function indicating the dissipative losses [2]. More
formal definitions of these quantities for non-linear systems can be referred
to in [2], starting from the fundamental circuit element characterization [95].
With these definitions, it was shown in [2] that the pairs of effort and flow
variables (ei, fi) can be directly mapped to the instantaneous real and reactive
power through a diffeomorphic mapping. As a result, the model in Eqn. 1 can
be re-written as:

Stand-alone model for control design:

ẋi(t) = fx,i

(

xi(t), ui(t), mi(t), Pi(t), Q̇i(t)
)

yi(t) = fy,i

(

xi(t), ui(t), mi(t), Pi(t), Q̇i(t)
) (4)

Remark 1 The term Pt,i can also be approximated as the error made in ap-

proximating the time derivative of Ṗi through first-order discretization. If δt
is the time interval used for discretization,

Pt,i(t) =
Pi(t) − Pi(t − δt)

δt
− Ṗi(t) (5)
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While this model is suitable for designing the control with specifications of the
interactions Pi and Q̇i, it is too complex for understanding interactions across
components. We thus define a simple enough interaction model for capturing
interactions across components alone. With these definitions, the following
interaction model is derived [2]:

Interaction model in energy space:

Ėi = Pi − Ei

τi
= pi (6a)

ṗi = 4Et,i − Q̇i (6b)

The dynamics of the interaction variable zi = [Ei, pi] , where pi = Ėi

captures the dynamics of internal energy conversion independent of the type
of energy conversion. The concept of interaction variables was first pursued
in [39] and has appeared in several other works later on [3, 84, 96–98]. It is
however for the first time in [2] that it has been possible to capture both
real and reactive power dynamical interactions. While the variables Ei, pi are
referred to as the interaction variable dynamics of the sub-system, they are
driven by the interactions from the neighbors quantified through real and
reactive power inputs. Shown in Fig. 2 is the representation of a stand-alone
component in the energy and power space. The bottom layer with the detailed

Fig. 2 Stand-alone component in open loop in energy space [2]

dynamics is utilized for designing control in energy and power space, while the
input-output interactions alone are characterized by the higher-layer model.
In the context of the conceptual diagram in Fig. 1, each of the components
within the red boxes can be modeled as in Fig. 2.

Remark 2 The model in Eqn. (6) can be extended to include dynamics of
stored energy in tangent space as well, by utilizing the definition of Pt,i. For
certain class of systems, this relation was derived in [94]. This is specially
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modeled when the information of internal dynamics is not available and can
only be approximated through the time constants instead.

Extended Interaction model in energy space:

Ėi = −Ei

τi
+ Pi = pi (7a)

ṗi = 4Et,i − Q̇i (7b)

Ėt,i = −
Et,i

τi
+ Pt,i (7c)

Clearly, this model requires information of Pi, Ṗi and Q̇i from the neighbors to
emulate the interaction dynamics, since Pt,i can be recovered given the infor-

mation of Pi and Ṗi.

From the application of generalized Tellegen’s theorem, all the three quan-
tities obey the conservation law at memoryless intersections with neighbors
[99]. Thus, if Ci denotes the set of neighboring components of i

Pi +
∑

j∈Ci

Pj = 0 Ṗi +
∑

j∈Ci

Ṗj = 0 Q̇i +
∑

j∈Ci

Q̇j = 0 (8)

Furthermore, the component i further computes its own output variables
P out

i , Q̇out
i for use by the neighbors, possibly with some time delay δt as

P out
i (t + δt) = dEi(t)

dt + Ei(t)
τi

= pi(t)
dQout

i

dt (t + δt) = dpi(t)
dt − 4Et,i(t)

dP out
i

dt (t + δt) = Pi(t)−Pi(t−δt)
δt −

(
dEt,i(t)

dt +
Et,i(t)

τi

)
(9)

4.1 Aggregate models in energy space:

A multi-layered model comprises several sub-systems ΣI which themselves
could contain several interconnected components i ∈ I. An end-to-end system
with such subsystems I can be modeled using the proposed energy space by
characterizing each component in terms of its interaction variable zI dynamics
introduced in Eqn. 4 above. Each subsystem model shown in Fig. 3 is char-
acterized in terms of the net instantaneous real power PI and the rate of net
instantaneous reactive power Q̇I . At the highest level the dynamics of inter-
actions between subsystems within a complex system is expressed using the
interaction variables between the sub-systems. The additivity of the interac-
tion variables thus allows one to capture dynamics of interactions of aggregate
entities, in a rather straight forward manner.

Recall the two-area electric power grid shown in Fig. 1. Today’s industry
approach to regulating frequency has been for each BA to cancel out their own
ACE. Since each BA controls its ACE, the system comprising these two BAs
are completely decoupled and competitive. Moreover, rates at which energy is
stored and dissipated in each area and controlling ACE in a quasi-static way
does not ensure that faster inter-area oscillations would not occur during the
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Fig. 3 A subsystem model in energy space

period [kTt], typically 10 minutes. It begins to become clear using energy space
modeling that if the rates of change of reactive power in two control areas are
vastly different, these inter-area oscillations will occur. They represent swings
between the rate of power exchanged between the two areas.

4.2 Premise for the selection of interaction variables

It can be seen from the conceptual sketch of an electric power grid in Fig.
1, that future power grids will comprise of inverter controlled distributed en-
ergy resources (DERs), solar PVs and wind power plants, in particular. There
has been extensive research done on modeling Newton’s law-like dynamics of
inverter controlled solar PVs or batteries. Instead of using physical inertia, a
notion of “synthetic” inertia is introduced [100]. We observe that this inertia is
generally used as a proxy to rates at which energy is generated or consumed.
Modeling of such heterogeneous end-to-end energy conversion process dynam-
ics is becoming critical because inertia-or synthetic inertia based approximated
system analysis is generally invalid; the parameters derived in these models
are at best valid when the system disturbances are small. This sets the basis
for introducing energy as the main state variable.

Moreover, power conservation laws always must satisfy on the interfaces of
components and/or sub-systems. This becomes a basis for selecting the rate
of change of energy (or instantaneous real power in lossless case) as the state
variable.

Finally, not all power produced can be delivered to where is needed. This
is fundamentally due to the mismatch in rates at which energy conversion pro-
cesses within the connected components take place; these non-thermal losses
must be captured and are modeled by modeling reactive power dynamics, as
derived earlier in this paper. This becomes the basis for reactive power as an
interaction variable.
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Modeling energy, power and rate of change of power as state variables
makes it possible to abstract modeling of electric energy system dynamics to
the level of spatial and/or temporal granularity (zooming in/zooming out) of
interest without having to use different variables for different models. Design
and operation of the rapidly changing electric energy systems require such uni-
fied models. In particular, protocols and standards are needed for integrating
these highly distributed components/sub-systems so that their sub-objectives
become as aligned as possible with the system-level objectives.

This modeling becomes a basis for cooperative control design to ensure
that the interconnected system stability conditions and the inefficiencies are
minimized, as will be reviewed in the next sub-section.

4.3 Notions of dynamic inefficiencies and interconnected system stability

It has been shown in [2] that the instantaneous reactive power characterizes
the dynamic inefficiencies. From Eqn. (6), the rate of energy conversion of the
component i results in a useful positive component delivered to the neighbors
and certain wastage which does not get delivered and is lost due to unalignment
of the phases of effort and flow variables that contribute to useful work. This
relation can be expressed as follows.

pi =

∫ t

0

4Et,i(τ)dτ

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Rate of change of useful work

− Q(t)
︸︷︷︸

Rate of change of inefficiencies

(10)

Furthermore, by taking the integral of stored energy in tangent space as a
storage function and instantaneous reactive power entering the sub-system as
the supply function, it has been shown that the sub-system is dissipative for the
chosen supply function, i.e. if and only if the rate at which real power injected
into the system is less than the rate at which it gets dissipated. Mathematically,

d

dt

(∫ t

0

4Et,i(τ)dτ

)

≤ Q̇i iff Ṗi ≤
Ė

τi
(11)

This condition is fundamental and can be applied at any hierarchical level due
to the simplicity of the modeling and the additivity of the variables in the
energy space.

In the context of the grid in Fig. 1, stability and efficiency conditions de-
rived can then be utilized to analyze system dynamics of interest, and to,
consequently design cooperative control so that the system as a whole is sta-
ble and feasible. We close here by observing that generalizing ACE control to
controlling dynamics of interactions between the areas and within the areas
so that frequency is within the pre-specified standards, requires modeling dy-
namics of instantaneous reactive power and the dynamics of stored energy in
tangent space. At the power rates relevant for solar PVs it becomes necessary
to model these rates, as the steady-state ACE does not capture oscillations
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caused by their very fast power changes. Moreover, since these deviations are
no longer small, it is necessary to modernize the internal automation of diverse
energy conversion processes so that they in the closed-loop can be character-
ized in terms of energy/power/rate of change of power. In the next section,
we formalize the interactive multi-layered control for complex electric energy
systems based on these observations.

5 Centralized optimal control formulation

It follows from the previous section that today’s hierarchical control does not
lend itself to the systematic operation of complex electric energy systems. This
is mainly because many assumptions embedded in the industry practice gen-
erally do not hold. This requires one to enhance today’s operating standards
and protocols to facilitate stable and efficient deployment and utilization of
new resources. In this paper, we suggest that it is possible to enhance to-
day’s hierarchical control by establishing standards/protocols for performance
objectives and the related interaction specifications in energy space. These
are typically real power/rate of change of real power injected into an electric
energy source and taken out by the load, respectively.

Fig. 4 Small system optimization in energy space

We introduce without loss of generality the basic formulation for such en-
hanced control using a small single source, single load system shown in Fig. 4.
The source and load sub-systems have local exogenous disturbances character-
ized through (m, ṁ) and (u, u̇) respectively, appended with subscript ‘S′ for
source and ‘L′ for load. Since there is a physical limit on the rates at which the
control input can vary, typically because of the physical limitations, the ranges
of disturbance predictions and also ranges of its rate of change are required.
In addition to the local disturbances, there may be an exogenous system-level

disturbances characterized through the interactions
(

P ex, Q̇ex
)

.
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We first pose the continuous-time optimal control problem to identify the
difficulties in solving this monolithic centralized problem. Next, we provide a
brief overview of the importance of internal automation to convexify the input-
output characteristics of the devices. This can then lead to straight-forward
spatial and temporal decomposition of the benchmark problem formulation
into more tangible sub-problems.

5.1 Centralized continuous time single layer optimization

The main objective of operating this system is to maximize physical efficiency
in a feasible and stable way. Given the fact that temporal and spatial sepa-
ration between today’s tertiary, secondary and primary layers of control can
no longer be assumed to hold, we start by posing the problem of efficient
operations as a continuous-time dynamic problem first.

An enhanced provable performance version of today’s hierarchical control
is possible by posing the problem of supply-demand balancing at instanta-
neous time as a dynamic optimization of its efficiency subject to the dynamic
interaction models (Eqns. (12e)-(12g)) coupled through the interconnection
constraints (Eqns. (12b)-(12c)) and the dissipativity constraint (Eqn. (12d)).
These models are further coupled to physical models through the definitions
in (3) for obtaining initial conditions.

Input: Local Distrubances mi(t) ∀i ∈ {S, L}

Exogenuous distrubances P ex(t)

Problem to be solved:

min
ui(t)
∀i∈{S,L}

H∫

t=0

(

Q̇2
S(t) + Q̇2

L(t)
)

dt (12a)

Interconnection constraints :

PS(t) + PL(t) + P ex(t) = 0 (12b)

Q̇S(t) + Q̇L(t) + Q̇ex(t) = 0 (12c)

Dissipativity constraint :

Ṗ ex(t) ≤
ĖS(t)

τS
+

ĖL(t)

τL
(12d)

Interaction dynamics :

Ėi(t) = Pi(t) −
Ei(t)

τi
= pi (12e)

ṗi(t) = 4Et,i(t) − Q̇i(t) (12f)
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Ėt,i(t) = Pt,i(t) −
Et,i(t)

τi
∀i ∈ {S, L} (12g)

Component physical constraints :

ẋi(t) = fx,i

(

xi(t), ui(t), mi(t), Pi(t), Q̇i(t)
)

(12h)

yi(t) = fy,i (xi(t), ui(t), mi(t), Pi(t)) (12i)

ui
min ≤ ui(t) ≤ ui

max u̇min
i ≤ u̇i(t) ≤ u̇max

i (12j)

yi
min ≤ yi(t) ≤ yi

max ẏmin
i ≤ ẏi(t) ≤ ẏmax

i ∀i ∈ {S, L} (12k)

This problem is solved for a pre-specified time of H. The internal de-
tailed model is shown by the component-level physical constraints in Eqn.
(12h)-(12k). Eqn. (12j) and (12k) model the control saturation limits and the
permissible limits on outputs of interest, such as the currents through certain
wires, voltages across certain equipment, internal temperature specifications
of water heaters, etc. The energy space model, however, would require initial
conditions using the knowledge of state variables at time t = 0 and invoking
the relations in Eqn. (3).

Notice that the problem posed above can be solved for each instant of time
in a decoupled way, had there been no time-coupling constraints. The problem
above requires the time trajectory of the exogenous disturbances entering the
system. In reality, perfect information of these signals is not available ahead-
of-time. These signals can only be predicted over different timescales and the
predictions become more accurate as we approach real-time. Also, the avail-
able control has certain physical limitations and so the problem above may
not even have a feasible solution. As a result, slower resources might have to
be activated ahead of time, in anticipation of low-frequency exogenous distur-
bances. The temporal alignment of available control with those of the available
multi-rate predictions is essential to make the problem posed above feasible.
Furthermore, for large-scale energy systems, the number of decision variables
and constraints increase to the extent that the problem posed above quickly
becomes intractable. In the sections to follow, we pose the temporally and spa-
tially decoupled formulations for better addressing the respective complexities
involved. Any of the decoupling across components is valid only if the internal
model is convex as well.

Implied in this formulation is that the components can be characterized in
terms of power/energy. For example, it is assumed that the system load con-
sumes constant real/reactive power. Similarly, a controlled component, gen-
erator with its local automation, is assumed to be capable of controlling real
power within its capacity limits. Instead, an implied assumption has been
that the governor can stabilize frequency to the set point given by the droop
and that the droop relation always holds. Neither of these is generally true,
in particular when large relatively fast deviations in system load over time
happen. An example of such net system deviation is the “duck curve” system
load in California [101]. It has been only recently that such a controller for a
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conventional synchronous generator was proposed [102]. A discussion on the
primary control to convexify the complicated internal constraints next, fol-
lowed by the resulting benchmark centralized problem formulation that will
then be decomposed across multiple agents in Section 6.

In the sections to follow, the average quantities are defined for time-varying
x(t) over time t ∈ [(k − 1)Tt, kTt] as

x[k] =
1

Tt

∫ t=kTt

t=(k−1)TT

x(t)dt (13)

5.2 Disturbance characterization

Another problem concerning solving this optimal control problem is tempo-
ral complexity. The time-trajectory of exogenous disturbances is not known
ahead-of-time. They can only be predicted with certain levels of accuracy. For
instance, the exogenous disturbances are decomposed two different ways as
shown below

P ex(t) = P ex(kTt) + ∆P ex(t)

P ex(t) = P ex(kTt) + ∆P ex(nTs)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

P ex(nTs)

+∆P ex(t) (14)

The first decomposition is used if only feed-forward control at Tt is desired
while the second one is used when coordination is desired also at much faster
Ts timescales. The remaining unpredictable changes ∆P ex(t) manifests itself
as the variations in interactions entering the components and are expected to
be managed by the feedback controllers embedded in the components. Similar
decomposition can be performed for the local disturbances as well. Here, Ts <<
Tt and k, n respectively represent the sample number numbers associated with
Tt and Ts-evolving predictions.

Remark 3 The first predictable component P (kTt) can be made every Tt

timestep. These can in addition be multi-rate. For instance, P ex(kTt) can
further be split into ones varying at multiple rates which are predictable as
P ex(kTt) = P ex(k1T1) + P ex(k2T2) + . . . where T1 = 1 hour for hour-ahead
predictions, T2 = 15 minutes for 15-minute-ahead predictions and for each
of the rates k1, k2 represent the respective sample numbers. For simplicity,
however, we only consider one feed-forward evolution rate in this section and
postpone the discussion on handling multi-rate predictions to Section 7.

Shown in Fig. 5 is one such load characterization. Generally as shown in
the figure, the predictable component is available every Tt time interval and is
represented with its sample number k as P [k]. At the same time, the variation
during one Tt interval is represented using the bounds on the variation through
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Fig. 5 Typical variation of inflexible demand at a substation: Red colored steps corre-
spond to predictable components P[k] while the green color ones correspond to the range of
variation, the worst case of which is represented as Ṗ [k]

Ṗ [k] which can be modeled in two different ways depending on the available
granularity of load predictions.

Ṗ [k] =
1

Tt
max

t∈[(k−1)Tt,kTt]
(P (t) − P [k]) (15a)

Ṗ [k] =
1

Ts
max

nTs∈[(k−1)Tt,kTt]
∆P [n] (15b)

The first one is used if only maximum value during a time interval of Tt

is known, while the second one can be used if more granular information is
available. In Fig. 5 for instance, more granular measurements are not available
and thus the first approach is utilized in the quantification of Ṗ [k].

Similar decomposition can be made use of, for the characterizing the local
disturbances mi seen by the components as well. Ideally, it is desired to have
the following information,

Ṗ [k] = max
t∈[(k−1)Tt,kTt]

Ṗ (t) (16)

Since the derivative of real power is not available in practice, we rather utilize
one of the approximations in Eqn. (15). Clearly, the second one out of the two
more closely approximates the desired value of the maximum rate of change
of real power. Furthermore, the second alternative is also better if very fast
coordination of imbalances through AGC-type of control is desired at Ts rate.
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Remark 4 While having both P and Q is desirable to complete the space of
interactions at each component, the quantification of Ṗ for procuring reserves
is sufficient since the upper bound for both Ṗ (t) and Q̇(t) is Ṗ [k] as defined in
Eqn. (16) and approximated through the available measurement using one of
the Eqns. in Eqn. (15).

|Ṗ (t)| =

∣
∣
∣
∣
ei

dfi

dt
+ fi

dei

dt

∣
∣
∣
∣
≤

∣
∣
∣
∣
ei

dfi

dt

∣
∣
∣
∣
+

∣
∣
∣
∣
fi

dei

dt

∣
∣
∣
∣
≈ Ṗ [k] (17a)

∣
∣
∣Q̇(t)

∣
∣
∣ =

∣
∣
∣
∣
ei

dfi

dt
− fi

dei

dt

∣
∣
∣
∣
≤

∣
∣
∣
∣
ei

dfi

dt

∣
∣
∣
∣
+

∣
∣
∣
∣
fi

dei

dt

∣
∣
∣
∣
≈ Ṗ [k] (17b)

We introduce a vector new notation for the variables in energy space as

zi =





Ei

pi

Et,i



 zin
i =





Pi

Ṗi

Q̇i



 zi
out =





Pi
out

Ṗ out
i

Q̇out
i





Remark 5 It is only when the interaction dynamics settle that we have zin
i (t) =

zout
i (t).

5.3 Stabilization and regulation of interaction variables

Notice that the problem posed in Eqns. (12) has possibly only the constraints
in Eqn. (12h) - (12i) to be non-linear and/or non-convex. This results in the
possibility of having multiple solutions which imply that none of the decom-
position strategies in the literature can be put to use. The internal physical
dynamics can be as detailed as desired to model certain phenomena that are
to be monitored and/or controlled. Ultimately from the system perspective,
however, only the interactions matter. Thus, we propose to first design inter-
nal control to convexify these constraints while ensuring internal stability over
longer timescales. By doing so, over longer timescales, the decomposition of
the problem posed above across multiple agents will remain valid. This does
not necessarily imply that the optimal solution for instantaneous time can be
achieved. It is only in an average sense over kTt interval that we achieve an
optimal solution.

The unpredictable continuous time-evolving component ∆mi(t) can further
be decomposed into slower and faster-evolving sub-components each of which
may be handled by different available local control actions [103]. For the ex-
position of concepts, we assume only one rate evolution of this hard-to-predict
component of the disturbance. After having designed such stabilizing control
in energy space, the relations over Ts time interval can be established as in
(18a), thereby abstracting the inner complicated dynamical models [102, 104].

yi[n] − yi[n − 1] = αP
i [k] (Pi[n] − Pi[n − 1]) + αQ

i [k]
(

Q̇i[n] − Q̇i[n − 1]
)

+αm
i [k] (mi[n] − mi[n − 1]) + αu

i [k] (ui[n] − ui[n − 1])
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Here, the constants αP
i , αQ

i , αm
i , αu

i are the droop coefficients of the component
i implementable by the feedback control ∀(k, n)s.t.nTs ∈ [(k − 1)Tt, kTt].

However, the droop characterization over Ts rates leads to convexification.
In a simple form, this droop relation is written as

∆yi[n] = Fu
D,i∆ui[n] + Fm

D,i∆mi[n] + FP
D,i∆Pi[n] + FQ

D,i∆Q̇i[n] (18a)

Here the matrices Fu
D,i, F

m
D,i, F

P
D,i, F

Q
D,i characterize the closed-loop sensitivity

of the output variables with respect to controllable inputs, disturbances and
grid interactions respectively. The values of ∆Pi[n], ∆Q̇i[n] as a result of in-
teractions with neighbors can not be known accurately enough. As a result,
the bounds on variation quantified through Ṗ [k] can rather be utilized for ob-
taining worst-case deviations in output variables of interest as it plans for the
control evolution locally.

The validity of the above droop model is also subject to the limits on
the interactions with the rest of the system. The droop relation above, along
with the limits on outputs of interest, disturbances, and controllable inputs,
can be utilized to obtain limits on the grid power interactions. With such a
characterization to replace the internal model of the component in Eqn. (12),
it is possible to obtain a unique equilibrium owing to quadratic costs and linear
constraints.

In summary, the primary control of the component is thus supposed to
serve three objectives.

– To stabilize the internal dynamics for all values of interactions in this range
– To convexify the models dictating the evolution of outputs of interest in

the closed-loop
– To find the range of interactions that will be feasible and stable for the

component in closed-loop

Serving these three objectives is a complex task. Systematic design for
such primary control of interaction variables is currently work in progress.
Much of the nonlinear control proposed such as feedback linearizing control
of synchronous machines; field-oriented control of induction machines; energy-
based control of wind power plants, energy-based inverter control of batteries
and solar PVs can be shown to be based on using rate of change of power or
acceleration as variables to control. As a rule, they are not capable of main-
taining terminal voltage close to nominal because of the assumptions made
when deriving these controllers. It has been only recently shown that nonlin-
ear controllers for both real power and rate of change of reactive power while
minimizing deviations in voltage from the nominal, have been introduced [105].
For some examples of nonlinear control design for ensuring real power and rate
of change of real power, see [106–108]. A detailed discussion of such nonlinear
controllers is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead of having centralized co-
ordination for ensuring stability and feasibility as system conditions change, it
will be shown how to have an interactive self-adjusting stabilization protocol
in energy space in the rest of the paper.
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5.4 Discrete-time centralized formulation

By applying the feedback control, the quasi-static droop relations in Eqn.
(18a) along with limits on interaction variables can be utilized to replace the
internal constraints (Eqns. (12h) - (12k)) in the centralized optimal control
problem posed. Furthermore, by utilizing the definitions of the average quan-
tities in (13), the centralized continuous-time problem posed in Eqn. (12) can
be converted to a discrete-time problem shown below.

Input: Multi-rate predictions of local distrubances mi[k], mi[n] ∀i ∈ {S, L}

Predictable component of exogenuous distrubances P ex[k]

Maximum rate of change of its deviaiton Ṗ ex[k]

Problem to be solved:

min
zin
i [k], ui[n]

∀i∈{S,L}

kTt=H∑

kTt=0

(

Q̇S [k]
2

+ Q̇L[k]
2
)

(19a)

Interconnection constraints :

PS [k] + PL[k] + P ex[k] = 0

Q̇S [k] + Q̇L[k] + Q̇ex[k] = 0

ṖS [k] + ṖL[k] ≥ Ṗ ex[k]

(19b)

Dissipativity constraint :

Ṗ ex[k] ≤
pS [k]

τS
+

pL[k]

τL
(19c)

Interaction Dynamics :

Ei[k] = Ei[k − 1] + Tt

(

Pi[k] − Ei[k]
τi

)

= Ei[k − 1] + Ttpi[k]

pi[k] = pi[k − 1] + Tt

(

4Et,i[k] − Q̇i[k]
)

Et,i[k] = Et,i[k − 1] + Tt

((
Pi[k]−Pi[k−1]

Tt
− Ṗi[k]

)

−
Et,i[k]

τi

)
(19d)

Time coupling :

Pi[n] = Pi[k] + ∆Pi[n] Q̇i[n] = Q̇i[k] + ∆Q̇i[n]
∣
∣
∣
∆Pi[n]

Ts

∣
∣
∣ ≤ Ṗi[k]

∣
∣
∣∆Q̇i[n]

∣
∣
∣ ≤ Ṗi[k]

(19e)

Internal physical constraints :

yi[n] = yi[n − 1] + Fu
D,i (ui[n] − ui[n − 1]) + Fm

D,i (mi[n] − mi[n − 1])

+FP
D,i (Pi[n] − Pi[n − 1]) + FQ

D,i

(

Q̇i[n] − Q̇i[n − 1]
)

ui
min ≤ ui[n] ≤ ui

max u̇min
i ≤ ui[n]−ui[n−1]

Ts
≤ u̇max

i

yi
min ≤ yi[n] ≤ yi

max ẏmin
i ≤ yi[n]−yi[n−1]

Ts
≤ ẏmax

i

∀(n, k)|nTs ∈ [(k − 1) Tt, kTt] ∀i ∈ {S, L}

(19f)
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In the problem posed in Eqn. (19), the integral in (12a) is converted to
that in (19a) by pre-multiplying the objective by 1

Tt
followed by splitting the

integral and by applying the definition of average quantities in (13). The con-
straints in Eqn. (12e)-(12g) are all pre-multiplied by 1

Tt
and an integral oper-

ator is applied for time varying in the interval t ∈ [(k − 1)Tt, kTt]. Notice that
additional interconnection constraint for the rates of changes of real power was
required to ensure there is enough flexibility from the controllable resources to
handle hard-to-predict deviations within the Tt interval. The maximum rates
of variations of controllable components are coupled with the faster evolving
Ts signals in the internal constraints in Eqn. (19f) through Eqn. (19e). Notice
also that since the rates of deviation of both instantaneous real and reactive
power are bounded above by Ṗ [k] as pointed out in Remark 4, we can have the
same upper bound for both P and Q̇ variation over Ts scale in Eqn. (19e). It
must be understood that Q̇[k] is approximately equal to ωQ[k] as computed in
the case of periodic signals. This signal only changes slowly as ω varies. How-
ever, other deviations because the signals are time-varying are better captured
through ∆Q̇[n].

Remark 6 It may appear that the decision variable Ṗi[k] does not have an
upper limit. Notice however that the value of Pi[k] and Pi[k−1] depends on the
values the exogenous disturbances, through the constraints in Eqn. (19b). Both
of these values dictate the value of Ṗi[k] since the value of Et,i is typically close
to zero for all Tt as the local feedback control stabilizes the internal dynamics.

Clearly, the above posed problem is convex because of the quadratic cost
functions and the linear constraints in terms of zi[k], zin

i [k], zin
i [n], yi[n] and

ui[n]. Thus, if the problem above is feasible there exists a global optimum in the
average sense over Tt interval. Notice that the problem formulation is for the
two-component models for the exposition of concepts, but in reality, there may
be thousands of components forming a network, thereby increasing the number
of decision variables and constraints proportionally. As a result, the problem
becomes intractable. Furthermore, typically, the internal droop coefficients are
a function of internal control design, which the agents may not be willing to
share. Because of this, we propose a novel interactive formulation based on a
primal-dual decomposition strategy for obtaining the solution of the problem
posed in Eqn. (19), so that the computation is tractable for large systems, while
also protecting sensitive local information. This will be described in Section 6.

5.5 Variants of conventional power flow equations

The problem posed in Eqn. (19) is a generalization of the ACOPF and DCOPF
formulations currently used in operations and markets. To see this, we derive
the network model used in ACOPF from the general interaction dynamics. If
the dynamics of interactions of the wires are assumed to be instantaneous, the
Eqns. (12e)-(12g) written for the wire can be used to obtain the relations:

Pi =
Ei

τi
(20a)
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Q̇i = 4Et,i (20b)

Fig. 6 Power flows into an RL model of the wire i between the nodes l and m of the power
system network

This equation can be simplified by substituting the expression in terms of
periodic voltage and current signals at each of the nodes as vl = |Vl|sin(ωt+θl)
concisely written as Re(|Vl|∠θl)

1 and similarly for node m. Let the resistance
and inductance of the wire i be denoted as Ri and Li respectively.

In the following derivation of traditionally utilized ACOPF equations, we
assume that the voltage and current signals are both square integreable (belong
to L2 function space), and they are periodic w.r.t time T i.e. v(t+T ) = v, i(t+
T ) = i. Let us define the inner product for this Hilbert space as 〈a(t)|b(t)〉 =
1
T

∫ T

0
a(t)b(t)dt. If the decomposition of these signals is possible into multiple

frequency components where the magnitudes of each of the frequency signals
are all collected in vectors A, B respectively, the inner product can also be
written as 〈A, B〉 where this inner product is defined on euclidean space. We
can now simplify the first equation in Eqn. (20) as

Plm
OPF + Pml

OPF = Pi
OPF =

1

T

∫ T

0

Pi(t)dt =
1

T

T∫

0

Ei(t)

τi
dt (21a)

=
1

T

∫ T

0

(Rixi)xidt (21b)

=
1

T

∫ T

0

(

vl − vm − Li
dilm
dt

)

ilmdt (21c)

=

〈(

vl − vm − Li
di

dt

)

|ilm

〉

(21d)

⇒ Plm
OPF + Pml

OPF = (Vl − Vm)
T
Ilm (21e)

= (Vl − Vm)
T

(Vl − Vm) (Gi − jBi) (21f)

= Re









−|Vl||Vm|∠ (θl − θm)
−|Vl||Vm|∠ (θm − θl)
+|Vl|

2 + |Vm
2|



 (Gi − jBi)





(21g)

1 |V |∠θ is a short hand for complex phasor domain representation of the signal
|V |cos (ωt + θ) + j|V |sin (ωt + θ) where V is the amplitude of the signal, ω is the carrier
frequency, θ is the voltage phase angle and j =

√−1
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In the Eqn. (21a), Di(xi) = Ei

τi
is the damping of the comopnent which is

defined as the integrand shown in Eqn. (21b) [2]. is substituted where Di is
the damping matrix of the element [2]. The wire, being a two-port compo-
nent, the expression for Pi in the interaction model is substituted with the
net interaction represented as the sum of power flows from both the ports.
The state variable of the wire is the current through the inductor, it can be
substituted in place of xi. Eqn. (21c) follows from the application of Kirchoff’s
voltage law. Eqn. (21d) is derived by utilizing the fact that for periodic sig-
nals, the inner product of the signal and its derivative is always equal to zero
which can be proven through the space vector decomposition of the signal
[109]. Next, in Eqn. (21e) we expand the space vector decomposed signals of
vl, vm, ilm denoted using vector Vl, Vm, Ilm to obtain inner products in the
Euclidean space. In Eqn. (21f), we substitute the constitutive relation of Ilm

where Gi − jBi = 1
Ri+jXi

is the admittance of the component. Finally, the
vectors representation can be written in the complex domain as shown in
Eqn. (21g) which matches the one obtained in standard power flow equations
[1, 6, 11].

Next, we derive the expression for reactive power similarly. It was shown
in [93] that the phasor domain modeling results in the instantaneous reactive
power rate to be equal to the product of carrier frequency and the phasor
domain reactive power traditionally utilized in the analysis of power grids.

1

T

∫ T

0

Q̇i(t)dt = ω
(
Qlm

OPF + Qml
OPF

)
(22)

We can simplify the expression for Q̇i as:

1

T

∫ T

0

Q̇i(t)dt =
1

T

∫ T

0

4Et,i(t)dt =
1

T

∫ T

0

2 (Liẋi) ẋidt (23a)

=
2

T

∫ T

0

(vl − vm − Riilm)
dilm
dt

(23b)

= 2jω(Vl − Vm)
T

(Ilm) (23c)

= 2jω(Vl − Vm)
T

(Vl − Vm) (Gi − jBi) (23d)

⇒ (Qil + Qim) = −Im









−|Vl||Vm|∠ (θl − θm)
−|Vl||Vm|∠ (θm − θl)
+|Vl|

2 + |Vm
2|



 (Gi − jBi)



 (23e)

Here, the definition of Et,i as in Eqn. (3) for this wire, is substituted in Eqn.
(23a). Since xi here represents current, the integrand is the voltage drop across
inductor. Invoking Kirchoff’s voltage laws, we obtain the expression in Eqn.
(23b). By applying the space vector decomposition and also since the space
vector decomposed signals of ilm and dilm

dt are orthogonal to each other, we
obtain the expression in Eqn. (23c). This vector product which when written
in complex domain results in the final expression in Eqn. (23e).

In summary, we see that the energy space modeled equations we derived
for instantaneous time, for modeling interactions and their dynamics across
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transmission line are general relations, from which the ACOPF equations can
be derived under static phasor domain modeled signals assumption.

Furthermore, when the voltage magnitude is assumed to phase angles can
be avoided and if Ri << Xi, one can obtain the decoupled ACOPF equations:

Plm + Pml = 0 =
(

|Vl||Vm|
Xi

sin(θl − θm)
)

+
(

|Vm||Vl|
Xi

sin(θm − θl)
)

Qlm + Qml = −2 |Vl||Vm|
Xi

cos(θl − θm) = −
(

|Vl||Vm|
Xi

cos(θl − θm)
)

−
(

|Vm||Vl|
Xi

cos(θm − θl)
)

(24)

When the angle difference is very small and the voltage magnitude is assumed
to be unity, the above equations can be simplified to obtain real power flow
relations only, referred to as DCOPF equations given as

Plm + Pml = 0 =

(
1

Xi
(θl − θm)

)

+

(
1

Xi
(θm − θl)

)

(25)

Note that the cost function utilized in OPF or economic dispatch models
is the cost of generators which can also be considered in our formulation in
addition to physical inefficiency minimization. Furthermore, the inter-temporal
constraints are typically considered only in the economic dispatch formulations
with DCOPF equation in today’s operations. These constraints model the
flexibility of the generation devices alone through an empirically constructed
ramp rates, which may or may not be implemented by the physical automation
on the generator reacting to the frequency and/or voltage deviations. Also,
our formulations comprise of the interconnected system dissipativity condition
which assures that the optimum operating point is stable for the given set of
disturbances entering the grid [2].

6 DyMonDS-based interactive method for resource management

It is evident from the problem formulation in Eqn. (19) that this problem can
not be solved all at once by a single entity. In order to make the problem
tractable, decomposition across hierarchical agents is desired. The literature
has traditionally utilized primal and/or dual decomposition-based iterative
approaches to solve such problems. Instead, we propose an interactive method
to solve the problem in Eqn. (19) efficiently.

In this method, we have two types of problems, one solved by the compo-
nents/iBAs and the other solved by the higher-level optimizers (aggregators,
ISOs, markets). The lower layers compute bid functions characterizing the sen-
sitivity of their optimal solution with respect to price. The objective of the
higher-level optimizers is to optimize the device bids to find the best values
of interactions from the range specified by the iBAs so that their higher-layer
objectives are met. Their decision-making problems are posed in terms of the
same common variables as those by which the lower-layer specifications are
characterized. In this sense, the resulting protocol is a win-win protocol, since
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all entities operate within the ranges of common interaction variable values
they have mutually agreed upon. This avoids the problem of difficult interfac-
ing of heterogeneous multi-physical components.

Remark 7 If it is not possible to find a feasible solution for given spec-
ifications, the higher-layer optimizing entities need to plan for new equip-
ment/technologies (storage, for example) to be added to the system.

Both problems are solved simultaneously until pre-specified convergence
criteria are satisfied. The information exchange from the iBAs to the coor-
dinators is in the form of sensitivity functions, rather than the point-wise
solution. This solution strategy considerably reduces the number of iterations,
as will be described later in the section.

Furthermore, the proposed modeling in energy space lends itself naturally
to supporting both biddings by the lower layers (components, sub-systems) and
to the system-level market clearing and pricing. It also provides a theoretical
foundation for defining the type of information exchange required to incentivize
provision and consumption of the right market derivatives.

Remark 8 Notably, instead of characterizing derivatives in terms of QoS at-
tributes (frequency and voltage), all derivatives are defined in general energy
space over the stratum of triplet products comprising specifications of power,
rate of power and rate of reactive power in a feed-forward manner over several
temporal market time horizons Ti, i ∈ 1, 2, 3 . . .. This derivative provided in a
feed-forward way for specific time horizon Ti is

(Market Derivative)Ti
=

[

(P ) ;
(

Ṗ
)

;
(

Q̇
)]

Ti

=
[
zin

]

Ti
(26)

Each of the market derivatives is further associated with a price

(Price)Ti
=

[(
λP

)
;
(

λṖ
)

;
(
λQ

)]

Ti

= [λ]Ti
(27)

In this section, we focus on single rate market derivatives utilization for the
proposed decomposition strategy. But this is however generalizable to multi-
rate derivative and in fact, acts as a driver to the extent of risk taken by the
entities. This is explained in detail in Section 7.

6.1 Master problem solved by market coordinator

As described previously, For a specific timescale Tt, we now pose the prob-
lem that is to be solved by the market operator. The system-level coupling
constraints in Eqn. (28) (i.e. Eqn. (28b)- Eqn. (28c)) are all accounted for, as
the bids from the lower layers are optimized. These bids are supposed to ab-
stract all the rest of the constraints in Eqn. (19e)-Eqn. (19f) in the centralized
benchmark problem posed.
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Input: Predictable component of exogenuous distrubances P ex[k]

Maximum rate of change of its deviation Ṗ ex[k]

Bids for real, reactive power and their rates Bz
i (zin

i [k])

Ranges of controllable interactions zout,min
i [k], zout,max

i [k]

Problem to be solved:

min
zin
i [k]

∀i ∈ {S, L}

∑

i∈{S,L}

kTt=H∑

kTt=0

(

Q̇i[k]
2
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Inefficiencies

+ Bz
i

(
zi

in[k]
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Component preferences

(28a)

Interconnection constraints :
PS [k] + PL[k] + P ex[k] = 0

(
λP [k]

)

Q̇S [k] + Q̇L[k] + Q̇ex[k] = 0
(
λQ[k]

)

ṖS [k] + Q̇L[k] ≥ Ṗ ex[k]
(

λṖ [k]
)

(28b)

Dissipativity constraint :

Ṗ ex[k] ≤ pS [k]
τS

+ pL[k]
τL

(
µE [k]

) (28c)

Interaction Dynamics :

Ei[k] = Ei[k − 1] + Tt

(

Pi[k] − Ei[k]
τi

)

= Ei[k − 1] + Ttpi[k]

pi[k] = pi[k − 1] + Tt

(

4Et,i[k] − Q̇i[k]
)

Et,i[k] = Et,i[k − 1] + Tt

((
Pi[k]−Pi[k−1]

Tt
− Ṗi[k]

)

−
Et,i[k]

τi

)

(28d)

Device Preferences :
zi

out,min[k] ≤ zi[k] ≤ zi
out,max[k]

(28e)

Each of the coupling constraints is now associated with Lagrange multipli-

ers λP [k], λQ[k] and λṖ [k] for real, reactive power balance and flexibility. We
thus have defined these quantities as market derivatives. The dissipativity con-
straint in Eqn. (28c) also is a coupling constraint and its lagrange multiplier
is associated with a linear combination of the energy and power, i.e. µE [k]

is associated with the quantity Pi[k] − Ei[k]
τi

. Market derivatives do not exist
for stability yet and it is thus assumed that this inequality constraint is not
binding at optimality in this draft. The way this market product can be put to
use for the future possibility of inclusion of stability-related market products
is described briefly in Section 8.

The objective function comprises the inefficiencies modeled previously. But
in addition, there are device price elasticities or bid functions denoted by

Bz
i (zi) = BP

i (Pi) + BṖ
i

(

Ṗi

)

+ BQ
i (Q̇i), where each of the terms corresponds

to bid functions for each of the marker derivatives. These functions indicate
the willingness to provide services through each of the market derivatives.
In addition, the permissible values of these market derivatives i.e. zout,min

i =
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[

Pmin
i [k], Ṗmin

i [k]Q̇min
i [k]

]T

and zout,max
i =

[

Pmax
i [k], Ṗmax

i [k]Q̇max
i [k]

]T

are

also submitted as a part of the bid function, which are operating conditions
dependent.

Remark 9 Notice that the limits submitted along with bid functions by the
iBAs/component are that of zout

i defined in Eqn. (9) and computed using the
relations in Eqn. (18a). The input interactions, however, are the result of the
clearing mechanism by the coordinator. By sending the limits of zout

i to the
coordinator, so that zin

i is within these limits, the component, can implement
such schedules to make zin

i = zout
i while stabilizing the dynamics as it responds

to local disturbances at instantaneous time.
The second component of input and output interactions further provide in-

formation on how much of the net disturbances may enter the component due
to the unpredictability of both local and exogenous disturbances. Sufficient re-
serves, therefore, are set aside for such operating conditions within the time
interval Tt which get implemented through a feedback mechanism. The feedback
also gets implemented through control gains that are based on cleared prices,
which may be such that the fastest and slowest components get scheduled ac-
cording to their need. As a result, the feedback mechanism can manage such
hard-to-predict disturbances by having planned properly for the ranges of these
values and their variations.

6.2 Agent-level problem

The bid functions to be utilized by the coordinator need to be computed given
the values of the prices associated with each of the market derivatives i.e. given
the estimates λ̂[k] the agent i solves the optimization sub-problem which can
be stated as shown in Eqn. (29).

Input : Price predictions for interactions:λ̂i[k]

Multi-rate predictions of local distrubances mi[k], mi[n]

Problem to be solved:

min
ui[n],zin

i [k]

H∑

kTt=0














nTS=kTt∑

nTS=(k−1)Tt

Q̇i[n]
2





︸ ︷︷ ︸

Local Inefficiencies

−λ̂P [k]Pi[k]−

λ̂Q[k]Q̇i[k] − λ̂Ṗ Ṗi[k]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Revenues/Bills










(29a)

Time coupling :

Pi[n] = Pi[k] + ∆Pi[n] Q̇i[n] = Q̇i[k] + ∆Q̇i[n]
∣
∣
∣
∆Pi[n]

Ts

∣
∣
∣ ≤ Ṗi[k]

∣
∣
∣∆Q̇i[n]

∣
∣
∣ ≤ Ṗi[k]

(29b)

Internal physical constraints :
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yi[n] = yi[n − 1] + Fu
D,i (ui[n] − ui[n − 1]) + Fm

D,i (mi[n] − mi[n − 1])

+FP
D,i (Pi[n] − Pi[n − 1]) + FQ

D,i

(

Q̇i[n] − Q̇i[n − 1]
)

ui
min ≤ ui[n] ≤ ui

max u̇min
i ≤ ui[n]−ui[n−1]

Ts
≤ u̇max

i

yi
min ≤ yi[n] ≤ yi

max ẏmin
i ≤ yi[n]−yi[n−1]

Ts
≤ ẏmax

i

(29c)

While the component is supposed to satisfy all the local constraints, the
objective is to minimize the local inefficiencies while also making revenues
from the markets. Furthermore, the agent is supposed to ensure the contrac-
tual commitments over kTt are met. The latter is modeled as a hard constraint
through Eqn. (29b). This can, however, be relaxed, depending on the penal-
ties imposed by the operator if the commitments aren’t fulfilled. The problem
above which when solved for perturbations in λP [k] lets one capture the cost
sensitivity w.r.t real power injection. This is integrated to form the bid func-
tions for real power injection BP

i (Pi) and similarly for the reactive power

injection as BQ
i (Q̇i) and that for flexibility BṖ

i [k].
The limits on yi, ui and ranges of disturbances and their rates can now

be converted to those on a function of Pi and Qi from the droop relation in
Eqn. (18a) by simply applying a projection operator. It must be noted that
this approach is very different from convex relaxations typically utilized in
convexifying the network constraints. This relaxation is exact only for radial
networks [37]. In our approach, however, the projection operator is such that
the ranges of interaction variables found will be valid for any feasible region
of the internal variables. For each interaction variable value, there may exist
multiple possible values of internal variables, if the projection operator is rank
deficient, which often is the case. The result of this optimization by the source
is a bid function for the market derivative characterized by the limits on the
market derivatives and the corresponding price elasticities or bid functions
{

BP
i (Pi), B

Q
i (Q̇i), B

Ṗ
i (Ṗi)

}

Tt

over a market time-interval Tt.

These bid functions are now utilized by the system operator to solve the
problem posed in Eqn. (28) to obtain new prices and quantities, which are
now utilized to recompute the bid functions at the components. This process
is repeated until the successive values of cleared prices and quantities converge.

Remark 10 Notably, if the price predictions are accurate, single iteration of
exchange of bids with the coordinator results in obtaining an optimal solution.
This is theoretically proven in Appendix A.1.

Shown in Fig. 7 is the basic information exchange required between the
lower-level market participants and the coordinating market-clearing layer. It
is extremely important to observe that this interactive information exchange
results in the same centralized optimum in continuous time. This result is a di-
rect consequence of the fact that this is a linear quadratic convex optimization
problem and the interactive design is simply an implementation of the dual
decomposition. It differs from the traditional approach of decomposition tech-
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Fig. 7 Multi-layered implementation of electric energy markets

niques because of interactive formulations employing bid functions computed
as a function, instead of the point-wise bids.

Remark 11 Mapping back the optimum interaction specifications zin,∗
i [k] =

[

P ∗
i [k], Ṗ ∗

i [k], Q̇∗
i [k]

]

back to the control input that needs to be applied may be

non-unique. A unique solution ui[n] can be obtained only if the matrix Fu
D,i in

Eqn. (18a) is invertible. Alternatively, this value can be uniquely determined
if the objective function in Eqn. (29) also includes the cost of control effort,
and then re-solve Eqn, (29) for given value of Pi[k] = P ∗

i [k] and Q̇i[k] = Q̇∗
i [k]

to ensure reproducibility of the solutions ui[n] that has to be applied with an
objective to manage faster varying local disturbances mi[n].

It should be noted that at very fast timescales, the local control action is
assumed to cancel the effect of fast time-varying disturbances ∆mi(t) and a
component ∆P ex(t) manifesting itself as ∆Pi(t) at the component i. In fact, it
has been shown in [110] that the feedback reacting to the reactive power at the
interfaces leads to the disturbance rejection at these fast timescales. This may
seem to be competitive in nature and may be sub-optimal, but we conjecture
that this may be near-optimal if the local feedback control gain scheduling is
done utilizing the cleared price information every Tt interval.

Remark 12 It should be noted that at very fast timescales, the local control
action is assumed to cancel the effect of fast time-varying disturbances ∆mi(t)
and a component ∆P ex(t) manifesting itself as ∆Pi(t) at the component i.
It has been shown in [110] that the feedback reacting to the reactive power at
the interfaces leads to the disturbance rejection at these fast timescales. This
may seem to be competitive and may be sub-optimal, but we conjecture that
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this may be near-optimal if the local feedback control gain scheduling is done
utilizing the cleared price information every Tt interval.

6.3 DyMonDS-based fast primal-dual approach with minimal coordination

The distributed agents in the previous sub-sections may not, however, have
enough intelligence to accurately predict the prices. If they start with an es-
timate of these prices, the iterative information exchange of the bids, cleared
quantities and prices between the coordinator and the agents needs to be per-
formed until convergence. The bid function sensitivities can also be computed
using the following expression, instead of performing sensitivity analysis [111].
This is particularly useful when the local constraints are inequality constraints
and/or are too restrictive. In this section, we use the shorthand zi in place of
zin
i

∂Bz
i

∂zk
i

=
(
∇2

zi
fi(z

k−1
i )

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ak
i

zk
i +

(
∇zi

fi(z
k−1
i ) + Hi(x

k−1
i , zk−1

i ) − ∇2
zi

fi(z
k−1
i )zk−1

i

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

bk
i

(30)
Here Hi(x

k−1
i , zk−1

i ) denotes the sub-gradient of the indicator function of all
the constraints of the agent i, where xk−1

i , zk−1
i represents the solutions of

internal variables and that of interactions zin
i at (k − 1)th iteration obtained

by solving the agent-level problem for given values of prices at the (k − 1)th

iteration. fi(zi) is the objective function of the agent-level problem, which is
assumed to be doubly differentiable with respect to each of the components
of zin

i . By substituting the values of xk−1
i , zk−1

i into the analytical expres-
sion above, we obtain the bid functions for each of the market derivatives by
integrating the expression w.r.t each of the components of zk

i separately.
This method is concisely described by the Algorithm 1
In this algorithm, the agents/iBAs belong to a set C and assume some

initial prices for each of the market derivatives. These values are utilized to
solve the agent-level problem posed in Eqn. (29). This problem is solved to
obtain a temporary solution that is utilized to compute sensitivity coefficients
ak

i and bk
i . In the computations of bk

i , the sub-gradient of the indicator function
Hi(xi, zi) is equal to zero since (xi, zi) belong to the constraint set of compo-
nent i. Also, the tolerable values of these interaction variables are computed
by projecting the feasible space of internal variables and interaction variables
onto the interaction space by utilizing the constraints in Eqn. (29c).

These bid functions are now such that they capture the marginal cost
preferences of the agents while satisfying internal constraints. These functions
which when utilized to clear the bids subject to the coupling constraints, results
in another iterate of cleared quantities and prices. These get utilized by the
agents to solve their own problem once again to compute bid functions. This
process repeats until pre-specified convergence criteria is met. The convergence
proof of this iterative method is shown in Appendix B.
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Algorithm 1: DyMonDS-based algorithm at time step mTt

Initialization: For each component i ∈ C, select z0
i [m] = zi[m− 1] for time sample

m > 1 else set randomly
For each node j ∈ N , select λ0

j [m] = λ[m− 1] for m > 1 else set randomly
Step k: For the iteration count k ≥ 1, execute following steps until convergence
(A) Component-level computations:

(A.1) Bid creation For each agent i ∈ C
(xi, zi)← Solve Eqn. (29) given zk

i [m], λk[m]

ak
i = ∇2

zi
fi(zi) (31)

bk
i =

(
∇zifi(zi) + Hi(xi, zi)−∇2

zi
fi(zi)zi

)
(32)

Bk
i (zi) =

1

2
ak

i zi
2 + bk

i zi (33)

(A.2) Limits computation:
(

zk,out,min
i [m], zk,out,max

i [m]
)

← Use Eqn. (18a) and Eqn. (29c)

(B) Clearing of price and quantities by the coordinator:
(

zk+1
i [m], λk+1

j [m]
)

← Solve Eqn. (28) given Bk(zi), z
k,out,min
i [m], zk,out,max

i [m]

Remark 13 Notice that the sensitivity functions computed are a quadratic
approximation of the iBA’s cost functions and the internal constraints. Hence,
at the coordination stage, the KKT constraints look similar to that of the opti-
mality conditions of the second order approximation of Taylor’s theorem, which
is the basis of several variants of proximal gradient methods. In fact, if the ini-
tial guess is within the region of convergence, a single iteration is enough. This
is so because the modeling framework itself results in linear constraints with
quadratic costs with strong convexity. This is however not often the case since
the quadratic bid functions are computed by each component around certain
assumed values of Lagrange multipliers, that correspond to initial guess of the
solution vector. These values keep getting better and in fact the numerical tests
indeed suggest that it only takes a couple of iterations to reach a near-optimal
point, which is sufficiently accurate for large systems (See Appendix).

7 DyMonDS-based interactive risk management

The power grid is always vulnerable to unforeseen events, which might be
low-impact or high-impact ones, that can force complete grid shut down. It
is important to quantify the impacts and have well-designed protocols for
risk mitigation planning. These risks can be associated with long-term high-
impact events such as loss of generators or a wire, or it can even be a shortage
of ramping capability of the generators that fail to offset the sudden large
changes in the inflexible power injections/consumptions into/from the grid.
With the deregulation in electricity markets, the reserves for reliability are
also traded for. These market products may lead to high-profit margins for
the generators, but at the same time, this may mean that the generator is
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being under-utilized and may thus lead to inefficient operation and/or even
loss of revenues. Typically the capacity set aside is compensated for through
lost opportunity costs in the markets, but this may still, however, lead to
the less efficient operation of the components and grid as a whole. With the
advent of Intent of Things, aggregates of small devices are also capable of
providing such reserves at an aggregate level. This however again is associated
with risks at the component-level, aggregator/iBA-level and also at the system
coordinator level.

The objective ultimately is to make sure there is no scarcity of resources in
the future for unanticipated changes in the grid power injections. The operator
may not feel the need to procured reserves for some unforeseen event which
may only occur with less than 0.1% probability. But with this, the operator is
leaving the grid vulnerable possibly to a large portion of load shed. The cost
overhead involved in reliable operation of grid versus the risk associated with
not taking any preventive actions due to concerns of efficient operation should
be weighed against one another through unified metrics, to better manage the
risks associated. Unified metrics in terms of energy and power shed, flexibility
availability, etc, can be measured straightforwardly at any of the hierarchical
levels and also in times of need, can ensure suitable control strategies to be
implemented in short time. In particular, we propose to utilize our modeling
framework supported with DyMonDS-based primal-dual solution strategy to
risk assessment and management.

For operations, a lot of uncertainty stems from the unpredictability of
the future load. As a result, each of the grid entities faces risk. DyMonDS
approach enables distributed entities to weigh their risks according to their
own preferences. We show three possible approaches through which the end-
users and/or system coordinator can make an informed choice, considering all
the risks associated with load uncertainty manifesting as price uncertainty.

– Approach 1: Embedded model predictive control in the iBAs to produce
energy bids; static clearing of energy alone by the system coordinator

– Approach 2: Stratum of multi-temporal markets for clearing energy prod-
ucts only

– Approach 3: Multiple market products
– Approach 4: Stratum of multi-temporal markets for clearing both energy

and reserve products

For each of the approaches, the cleared prices cam uniquely be found and thus
the pros and cons of each of the approaches for different grid entities can be
assessed in detail.

7.1 Approach 1: Embedded model predictive control in the iBAs to produce
energy bids & static clearing of energy alone by the system coordinator

Through the embedded model predictive control at the agents, price predic-
tions and local disturbance evolutions for the future intervals are predicted so
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that the present time interval bidding is made in response to its anticipated
future profits or losses and/or energy scarcity that the grid may experience.

At any time instant, by neglecting the effect of local constraints, the bid
created by the agent at the present time instant is a function of future prices
as follows

∂Bi[k]

∂zi
=

∑

kTt∈[t,t+H]

∂Ci[k]

∂zi
+

∑

k+Tt∈[t+kTt,t+H]

λ̂[k+] (34)

Here the second term is a result of the anticipated prices of energy in the fu-
ture. For higher future prices for instance, the generator can allocate resources
for future by planning the path for the time instants before accordingly. As
a result, the actual prices at the instant when scarcity arises can be elim-
inated, thus resulting in uniform prices. Typically, the price spikes indicate
inefficiencies in the markets. With the embedded MPC, these spikes can be
eradicated.

7.2 Approach 2: Stratum of multi-temporal markets for clearing energy
products only

This has been a long-standing good practice in the electric power industry
and has been instrumental to efficient dispatch of resources. We refer here
to this practice as the horizontal dispatch, which effectively means that the
slowest resources, such as the nuclear and coal power plants, are turned on and
dispatched to supply long-term base load; then closer to real-time somewhat
faster units, gas and oil power plants, are turned on, and the output of slower
units is adjusted only if necessary. This practice is qualitatively different from
what one may refer to as the vertical dispatch which requires all power plants to
be re-dispatched in a feed-forward way day-ahead market (DAM), and adjusted
in the real-time market (RTM). The major challenge here is whether local
automation actually can implement the commitments made during bidding.

Assuming the local control is provable, our proposed modeling framework
also facilitates the functioning of multiple markets in a provable manner largely
because of the linearity of the coupled formulations. The trade-offs analysis
can typically be made at the bid creation stage, perhaps by considering the
inter-temporal costs involved in longer-term markets through the terminal
costs in the shorter term bidding. Such methods have been referred to as
hierarchical MPC and has been pursued in [112, 113]. Another approach to
ensuring multiple markets at the coordination stage alone can be referred to
in [114].

7.3 Approach 3: Embedded MPC in iBAs to produce energy and reserve bids
& static co-optimization of energy and reserves by the system coordinator

In Section 6, we have already discussed the implications of having to utilize the
rate of change of real power as a market derivative to ensures enough reserves
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are available. These can be traded for at different timescales to ensure enough
ramp capability is available at different rates. However, the present approaches
do not provide a proper signal to value the flexibility of the resources thus
restricting the adoption of advanced control strategies and/or technology mix.

Having multiple market products for instance for voltage and frequency is
seemingly a weak signal. This is because the one-one mapping of the cause
and effect can not be shown explicitly with the markets set up for the control
of these physical variables. On the other hand, we propose that the mismatch
in frequency and/or voltage is a result of energy imbalances at respective
timescales. These imbalances in terms of energy and power create a much
stronger signal which can be associated with the risk assessment metrics and
take preventive actions accordingly.

7.4 Approach 4: Stratum of multi-temporal markets for clearing both energy
and reserve products

A combination of all the above approaches to handling the risk can be com-
bined, wherein market participants bid their utility functions for different time
horizons and different market derivatives. The qualitative difference shows
up in market outcomes because of inherent uncertainties. These include sys-
tem load uncertainties, uncertain equipment status and deviations of bid im-
plementations from the commitments. To discuss these in some detail, con-
sider without loss of generality a stratum of feed-forward markets clearing
the following market derivatives: (1) DAM and RTM energy clearing T [kh]
for h ∈ {1, 2, . . . 24}, and T [km] for m ∈ [h − 1, h], respectively; (2) DAM
and RTM ancillary service clearing T [kh] for h ∈ {1, 2, . . . 24}, and T [km]
for m ∈ [h − 1, h], respectively; and, (3) DAM and RTM reliability clear-
ing T [kh] for h ∈ {1, 2, . . . 24}, and T [km] for m ∈ [h − 1, h], respectively.
While these derivatives are clearing at the same feed-forward time horizon,
their basic functionalities are different. The energy market is intended to bal-
ance predictable components of supply and demand; ancillary service market
provides bounds on power corresponding to hard-to-predict load deviations
during normal equipment conditions, so that frequency is regulated within
the time intervals for which the commitment is made. Finally, the reliability
market derivative is needed to support electric energy service during extreme
conditions such as forced equipment outages. While energy market design is
somewhat standardized, the ancillary service and reliability markets are at
best work in progress. In short, there exist major disconnects between the
operating standards, and the market incentives needed to support electricity
service as the industry evolves. Explaining these problems is much beyond the
objectives of this paper. Instead, we have only shown that conceptualization
of how one could align operating standards and market design in the energy
space is possible.
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8 Future research

8.1 Potential to ensure stable markets

At the time this paper is written, much has changed both in state-of-the-
art nonlinear distributed control design and the power-electronically-switched
hardware for their implementation. The emerging electric energy systems could
become much more controllable for provable performance without requiring
excessive fast communications. In particular, delivery system components,
controllable load, renewable resources, fast storage can all contribute to an
end-to-end performance, instead of having to burden excessively large conven-
tional generators. It has been documented well in the literature that one can
avoid wear-and-tear of mechanically controlled governors by relying on power
electronically controlled other types of equipment, fast storage, in particular.
Notably, instead of having constant gain PID controllers, it is essential to have
more adaptive nonlinear controllers capable of stabilizing and regulating faster
and larger, often non-zero-mean fluctuations. These can be combined with dis-
tributed model-predictive controllers capable of smoothing out the effects of
fast power fluctuations on frequency and voltage.

Most recently, there has been an influx of literature regarding the possi-
bility of controlling frequency and voltage by these new power electronically
switched, inverter controlled, unconventional resources. Missing is a formalized
standard/protocol for integrating these fast controlling new resources into the
existing system with clear specifications needed to support electric energy
market implementation stably and reliably. Not negligible, there is a need to
provide incentives to these technologies to do so at well-understood economic
value. If this were to be included as a market product, the objective function
in Eqn. (28a) can be replaced with the following:

min
ui[n]

H∑

kTt=0













nTS=kTt∑

nTS=(k−1)Tt

((

Q̇i[n]
)2

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Local inefficiences

−λ̂P [k]Pi[k]

−λ̂Q[k]Q̇i[k] − λ̂Ṗ [k]Ṗi[k]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Revenues/Bills

− µ̂E [k]

(
1

τi

(

Pi[k] −
Ei[k]

τi

))

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Revenues for stabilizing the grid













(35)

Given today’s industry standards for fast control of generators, it is possi-
ble to enhance these standards so that they in a unified technology-agnostic
way support stable response of the system and market clearing processes. The
basic idea is to have local automation embedded into many diverse resources
(supply, demand, delivery) which provide their conditions-dependent specifi-
cations about their ability to stabilize their response. To seamlessly integrate
market signals with the complex local automation design, it is necessary to
specify their performance in terms of triplet input-output specification about
energy market derivative associated with market time horizon Ti as described
in Section 6.
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8.2 Cyber-secure operation

It follows from these modeling and optimization formulations that operat-
ing future electric energy systems efficiently and reliably only requires multi-
layered information exchange of interaction variables. This further defines
critical information for ensuring cyber-secure operation. Instead of having to
monitor data-congested flows, this modeling defines what matters, at specific
temporal and spatial granularity. This results in having cyber-secure meth-
ods in support of manageable information flow within an otherwise extremely
complex dynamical network. The modeling framework aligns technical, eco-
nomic and cyber-security objectives when pursuing next-generation SCADA.
Even very advanced methods for cyber-secure software coding become imple-
mentable [115]. While this paper sets the main framework at the conceptual
level, it at the same time opens the possibility for designing advanced soft-
ware algorithms, including reinforcement learning and approximate dynamic
programming for enabling cyber-secure operations.

9 Next Steps

This paper introduces basic principles for enhancing SCADA used by today’s
electric power industry. The dichotomy of requiring higher temporal and spa-
tial data granularity, on one hand, and the complexity of managing such data,
on the other, is overcome by proposing modeling for optimization and control
in energy space. The approach is fundamentally modular in which different
zoomed-in/zoomed-out temporal and spatial system representations are char-
acterized using interaction variables. These are triplets of power, rate of power
and rate of reactive power. As such, they are technology agnostic and not de-
pendent on specific energy conversion processing internal to the modules. This
modeling is used to formulate enhanced hierarchical control for these systems.
It is shown that in the energy space, system-level dynamic optimization is fun-
damentally a convex dynamic optimization problem. As such, it lends itself to
primal-dual decompositions and can serve as the basis for protocols in future
electric energy systems.

Notably, the approach is an outgrowth of today’s area control error (ACE)
concept used in automatic generation control (AGC). While AGC is expected
to regulate the frequency of AC electrical power systems in response to small
slow power imbalances, the interaction variables used in this paper is a triplet
of power, rate of power and rate of reactive power, and it can be defined for any
spatial and temporal granularity. This generalization is essential for operating
electric energy systems which are vertically disintegrated (multiple ownership
objectives) and have generally stochastic highly varying inputs. Protocols for
communicating and controlling these variations can and should be designed
using future generation SCADA, we refer to as DyMonDS. Efforts are under
the way to work with industry.
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Appendix

A Theoretical basis for the provability of DyMonDS-based bids

Let us first pose the problem for allocation of resources in general form. From the benchmark
problem described in Eqn. (19), one can see that the coupling constraints are all linear in in-
teraction space. Let us use the notation zi[k] to represent interactions including Ei, pi, Pi, Q̇i

for all time samples kTt ∈ [t, t+H]. The internal variables of including xi[k], ui[k], mi[k] for
the same time samples are all abstracted in the vector xi (with slight abuse of notation).
Let x, z denote the vectors xi, zi for all components stacked up.

The centralized problem can then be posed in a general form as shown below:

(C) : min
zi

∑

i∈N
fi(zi)

s.t.
g(z) ≤ 0 (λ)

hi(xi, zi) ≤ 0 (µi)

(36)

The first constraint function g(z) is a coupling constraint while the second one hi(xi, zi) is
specific to each agent i. Solving the problem in Eqn. (36) turns out to be complicated since
the number of components given by |N | is extremely large. While the coupling constraints
given by g(z) are linear, the number of internal constraints modeled through hi for each
agent i can be high, leading to a large-scale problem to be solved at once.

In this general formulation and the proofs to follow, a few assumptions are made:

Assumption 1 The cost function fi : R
ni → R is a smooth convex function which is

continuously differentiable with Lipschitz continuous gradients L(fi) > 0 given as

‖∇fi(xi)−∇fi(yi)‖ ≤ L(fi) ‖xi − yi‖ ∀xi, yi ∈ R
ni (37)

where ‖.‖ denotes the standard Euclidean norm.

Assumption 2 The constraint set given in (36) is a closed convex set.

Exploiting the linearity of the coupling constraints, we have proposed a distributed
approach towards solving the problem (C). As explained in Section 6, we propose to have the
system operator solve the master problem comprising the coupling constraints alone which
are of the same order as the number of nodes in the network. The increased cardinality of
the problem created by local constraints and their preferences are rather abstracted through
bid functions as computed by solving the agent-level problem in Eqn. (38)

(Agent− i) : min
xi,zi

Ci(zi) + λT
j gj(zi)

s.t.
hi(xi, zi) ≤ 0

(38)

Here, λj corresponds to the vector of all the elements of vector λ for which there exists
dependence of the constraint on the elements of zi i.e. j ∈ J to denote constraint indexes
to which zi contributes.

By solving the problem (Agent− i) for perturbations in each of the elements in λj ,

one can obtain the bid functions Bj
i (zi) for use by the operator to solve the system level

problem. The willingness of the agent to participate depends on its internal constraints but
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also on the price incentive. The bid is such that it makes marginally the same amount of
cost as it gets paid through the respective λj . As a result,

∂Bj
i

∂zi

= −λj = aj
i zi + bj

i (39)

The coefficients aj
i and bj

i are computed empirically by obtaining the points zi by solving
(Agent− i) for slight perturbations in λ. This function is integrated with respect to zi to
obtain

Bi(zi) =
∑

j∈J

Bj
i (zi) =

1

2
zT
i aizi + bizi (40)

Here, ai =
∑

j∈J aj
i and bi =

∑

j∈J bj
i . Along with the bid functions, the feasibility region

of the agent i is projected onto the zi plane represented by the space Πi. This projected
space varies with time as operating conditions change. This plane is found by utilizing the
constraints Eqn. (19f). These bid functions along with the time varying limits of the feasible
region of interaction variables are all collected by the system operator to solve the following
problem:

(S) : min
zi

∑

i∈N
Bi(zi)

s.t.
g(z) ≤ 0 (λ)
zi ∈ Πg,i

(41)

Assumption 3 The problem (C) is solvable and there exists a unique minimizer x∗.

Notice that the projected space Πi is also convex since the projection map is a linear
operator, the constraint set of problem (S) is convex. Since the bid functions are by con-
struction convex, there would be a unique minimizer of (S). We next prove that the optimal
point obtained by the proposed distributed scheme is the same as the one obtained by the
centralized approach.

A.1 Proof for approaching the centralized solution optimum operating point
through proposed primal-dual decomposition strategy

Theorem 1 Under assumptions 1-2, the solution obtained by solving (S) results in the
same solution as that of the (C) when the bids Bi(zi) are created by solving problem in
(Agent− i) in response to small perturbations around λ = λ∗ where λ∗ is the dual solution
of the problem (C).

Proof 1 Writing the KKT conditions for the problem (C), we obtain:
Stationarity:

∇ziCi(zi) + λT∇zig(z) + µT
i ∇zihi(zi, xi) = 0 ∀i ∈ N (42a)

µT
i ∇xihi(zi, xi) = 0 (42b)

Primal feasibility:

g(z) ≤ 0 (42c)

hi(xi, zi) ≤ 0 (42d)

Dual feasibility:

λ ≥ 0 (42e)

µi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ N (42f)
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Complementarity slackness:

λT g(z) = 0 (42g)

µT
i hi(xi, zi) = 0 ∀i ∈ N (42h)

Let the solution of above set of equations be x∗
i , z∗

i , λ∗, µ∗
i .

Now, solving the problem posed in (Agent − i) for a given value of λ, we obtain the
solution of the agent-level problem. As explained previously, the bid function is constructed
by integrating the empirically constructed sensitivity given by

λ(zi) = −∇ziBi(zi) = aizi + bi (43)

This results in the bid function Bi(zi) = 1
2
aiz

2
i + bizi.

Analytically, one can write the KKT conditions of the problem (Agent− i) to notice
that the gradient of the bid function satisfies the following relation:

−∇ziBi(zi)∇zig(z) +∇ziCi(zi) + λT∇zih(xi, zi) = 0 (44a)

while also satisfying the device-specific KKT conditions given by the set Si i.e.

Si = {(xi, zi, λi, µi) |(42b), (42d); (42f); (42h)} (44b)

The set above which when projected onto the space of the zi plane results in zi ∈ Πg,i,
representing the space of projection of the half space represented by gi(xi, zi) onto the zi

plane in order to commit operating conditions dependent limits of zi as a part of the bid
function. Clearly, zi ∈ Πi =⇒ (xi, zi, λi, µi) ∈ Si for some values of xi, λi, µi.

Now considering these bid functions and the projected constraint on zi in the problem
(S). The KKT conditions of (S)can be written as:
Stationarity:

∇Bi(zi) + λT∇zig(zi) ∀i (45a)

Primal, dual feasibility and complementary slackness:
Eqns. (42c), (42e), (42g)
An added constraint of the bid function that zi belongs to the projections of the set Si

ensures the other internal KKT constraints in Eqn. (36) remain feasible. Upon substituting
the relations in Eqn. (44) into the stationarity condition in Eqn. (45a) for each agent i and
summing them up, one could obtain the KKT conditions in Eqn. (42). Thus proved.

Remark 14 When the internal constraints gi, hi are non-convex, multiple agent-level so-
lutions may exist and thus centralized and distributed solutions may not be the same.

B Proof for the rate of convergence of the DyMonDS-based

sensitivity bids

B.1 Agent-level bid function

Following the definitions and proof sketch in [116], we now analyse the convergence rates
for the proposed approach. First, we define the indicator function for the constraint set of
the problem (Agent− i) as Hi(xi, zi). With this, we obtain a function to be minimized at
the agent-level as

Fi(xi, zi, λj) = fi(xi, zi) + Hi(xi, zi) + λT
j gj(zi) (46)

Here, it is assumed that each agent’s cost function is strongly convex, smooth and
differentiable with a Lipschitz constant Li(fi).
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Definition 1 The quadratic approximation of Fi(xi, zi, λ) around the point yi for Li ≥
Li(fi) is given as

QL,i(xi, zi, λj) = fi(xi, yi, λj)+〈zi − yi,∇zifi(xi, yi, λ)〉+Li

2
‖zi−yi‖22+Hi(xi, zi)+λT

j gj(zi)

(47)
It admits a unique minimizer

pL,i(xi, yi, λj) = arg min
zi

QL,i(xi, zi, λj) (48)

By denoting zi as the minimizer and by using the notation γi (xi, yi, ) ∈ ∂Hi
∂zi

(xi, zi),

the optimality condition can be obtained from Eqn. (48) by taking the partial derivative
w.r.t zi and equating to zero.

∇zifi(xi, yi) + Li (zi − yi) + γi (xi, yi) + λT
j

∂gj

∂zi

= 0 (49)

Since the coupling constraints are linear, the partial derivative
∂gj

∂zi
is a constant matrix. As

explained previously, the marginal bid function at the agent level is equal to the expression
for λj , for which the analytical expression can be decomposed into a slope ai and intercept
value bi

∂Bj
i

∂zi

= −λj =

(
∂gj

∂zi

)†

Li

︸ ︷︷ ︸

a
j
i

zi +

(
∂gj

∂zi

)†

(∇zfi(xi, yi) + γi (xi, yi)− Lyi)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

b
j
i

(50)

Here, (.)† represents the pseudo inverse operation. The bid function then can be re-expressed
as

Bi(zi) =
∑

j∈J

Bj
i (zi) =

1

2
zT
i ai(yi)zi + bi(yi)zi (51)

By collecting these bid functions from all the agents, the system cost function is con-
structed as

fs(z) =
∑

i∈N

=
1

2
zT
i ai(yi)zi + bi(yi)

T zi (52)

Remark 15 Notice that the system-lvel cost function is convex by construction. At each
of the agents, the respective quadratic functions constructed, approximate the variation of
their cost and the internal constraints around y.

B.2 System-level optimality conditions

Similarly, defining the function F s (z) for the problem to be solved by the system operator
as

F s(zk) = fs(zk, zk−1) + G(zk) (53)

where G(zk) represents the indicator function of the coupling constraints g(zk) ≤ 0. We
have Qs

(
zk, y

)
to denote the quadratic approximation F s(zk) around a point y for some

Ls > 0 Around an arbitrary point y, the cost function coefficients are computed using the
initial guess z0.

Qs(zk, yk) = fs(zk, zk−1) +
〈

zk − y,∇zfs
(
y, z0

)〉

+
Ls

2
‖zk − yk‖2 + G(zk) (54)

The unique minimizer of the quadratic approximation of F s(zk) around a point y is
denoted as ps

L (y). The optimality conditions can explicitly be written as

∇zfs(y, z0) + Ls
(

zk − y
)

+ γs (y) = 0 (55)

Let us now define the sequence
{
zk

}
given by zk = ps

L(zk−1)
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Remark 16 The series F s
(
zk

)
is contracting.

Notice that F s(zk) ≤ Qs
(
zk, zk−1

)
≤ Qs

(
zk−1, zk−1

)
= F s(zk−1)

We will now derive its convergence rate.

B.3 Convergence proof

We begin by revising one of the lemmas in [116] for the distributed setting here, which will
be utilized in the rest of our convergence proof:

Lemma 1 For some Ls > 0 and y ∈ R
nz if F s

(
ps

L (y)
)
≤ Qs

L

(
ps

L (y) , y
)
. Then, ∀z ∈ R

nz ,

F s(zk)− F s (ps
L (y)) ≥ Ls

2
‖ps

L(y)− y‖2 + Ls
〈

y − zk, ps
L(y)− y

〉

(56)

Proof 2 Notice that the condition in Lemma holds true if Ls = Ls
y = diag(ai(yi)) i.e. the

matrix created by the quadratic coefficient of the bid function. Because of the convexity of
fs with respect to zk and since G is an indicator function of the convex set of coupling
constraints, we can establish the following relations:

fs(zk, zk−1) ≥ fs(y, z0) +
〈

zk − y,∇fs(y, z0)
〉

(57)

g(zk) ≥ g(ps
L(y)) +

〈

zk − ps
L(y), γ(y)

〉

(58)

We can now write the expression for the objective function as

F s(zk) ≥ fs(y, z0) +
〈

zk − y,∇fs(y, z0)
〉

+ g(pL(y)) +
〈

zk − pL(y), γ(y)
〉

(59)

Furthermore, from the definition of Q, we have

Q(pL(y), y) = fs(y, y0) +
〈
pL(y)− y,∇fs(y, z0)

〉
+

Ls

2
‖pL(y)− y‖2 + g(pL(y)) (60)

Subtracting the two equations, we obtain

F s(zk)−Q(pL(y), y) ≥
〈

zk − pL(yk),∇fs(y, z0) + γ(y)
〉

− Ls

2
‖pL(y)− y‖2 (61)

Utilizing the assumption stated in the lemma and substituting the optimality condition in
Eqn. (55) in the right hand side, we obtain

F s(zk)− F s(pL(y)) ≥ L
〈

zk − pL(yk), zk − y
〉

− Ls

2
‖pL(y)− y‖2 (62)

=
Ls

2
‖pL(y)− y‖2 + Ls

〈

y − zk, pL(y)− y
〉

(63)

Theorem 2 Let
{
zk

}
denote the series produced by the update rule zk = ps

L

(
zk−1

)
. Then,

the system-level objective function converges at the rate of O (1/k) as follows:

F s
(

zk
)

− F s (z∗) ≤ ‖z
0 − z∗‖L0

2k
(64)

where z∗ is the optimal point and L0 is the diagonal matrix consisting of the quadratic
coefficients of the bid functions of each of the agents.
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Proof 3 Invoking the Lemma 1 with zk = z∗, y = zn, Ls = Ln = diag(ai(z
n
i )), we have

F s(z∗)− F s
(
zn+1

)
≥ Ln

2

(
‖zn+1 − zn‖2 + 2Ln

〈
zn − z∗, zn+1 − zn

〉)

= Ln
2

(

‖z∗ − zn+1‖2 − ‖z∗ − zn‖2
)

= 1
2

(

‖z∗ − zn+1‖2Ln
− ‖z∗ − zn‖2Ln

)
(65)

Next, invoking the Lemma 1 with zk = zn, y = zn, Ls = Ln = diag(ai(z
n
i )), we have

F s(zn)− F s
(
zn+1

)
≥ 1

2
‖zn+1 − zn‖2Ln

(66)

Summing the inequality in Eqn. (65) over n = 0, 1, . . . k − 1, we have

kF s(z∗)−
k−1∑

n=0

F s
(
zn+1

)
≥ ‖z∗ − zk‖2Lk−1

− ‖z∗ − z0‖2L0
(67)

Next, multiplying the inequality in Eqn. (66) by n and summing the result over n =
0, 1, , . . . k − 1, we have

−kF s(zk) +

k−1∑

n=0

F s
(
zn+1

)
≥

k−1∑

n=0

n‖zn+1 − z0‖2Ln
(68)

Now, by adding equations (67) and (68), we obtain

F s
(

zk
)

− F s (z∗) ≤ ‖z
∗ − z0‖L0

2k
(69)

Here, the cleared values at each iteration are communicated to the agents which are
utilized to compute the new bid functions. As a result, at kth iteration, the bids are computed
using the solution obtain by system coordinator at (k − 1)th iteration. The system level
objective function convergence stated above indicates that these bid functions converge at
a rate of O(1/k).

Note also that error at each iteration is because of the quadratic approximation of the
bid function by the agents. The error in the This result combined with the existence of
unique solution as obtained by the centralized and distributed solution strategies as shown
in Theorem 1 ensures that the DyMonDS approach leads to the centralized optimal solution.

Remark 17 The computational complexity through this approach of minimal coordination

is of the order O
(
n3

z

)
+

∑|N|
i=1O

(
n3

xi

)
, where nz , nx,i respectively represent the number

of interaction variables, and number of state variables in each of the components of the
network. Typically nxi for each i is much smaller than nz of the entire system.

The centralized solution complexity would be of the order O
((

nz +
∑|N|

i=1 nxi

)3
)

!

In order to compare with iterative approaches such as ADMM, simple update equations
are typically utilized in addition to solving the local agent problems with a computational

cost of
∑|N|

i=1O
(
n3

xi

)
. However, the number of iterations needed is typically of the order

1e6, for obtaining an accuracy of 1e−3 in the solution vector.

B.4 Proof-of-concept numerical simulations

In order to show the effectiveness of the proposed DyMonDS-based interactive scheme to
solving an optimization problem coupled across multiple agents, we consider a communica-
tion network shown in Fig. 8.

It has two source-load pairs and the objective is to maximize the network utility. Each
link has dedicated source power injections as shown in the Fig. 8 with an upper limit on
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Fig. 8 Test network: Source destination pair is displayed with same color; Ll : xi, xj . . .
denotes that the flow on link l is due to the flow from sources i, j, . . . [117]

the capacity of the flow through the wires. Let each of the sources have the utility functions
ui(x1) = Cilog(x1 + 0.1) where C1 = 10 and C2 = 20. Let the set of sources be denoted
using the set S and let the set of sources utilizing the link l be denoted using S(l). Similarly,
let the length of the path in use by source i be denoted as L(i). Letting the capacity of all
the links be equal to 1, the network utility maximization (NUM) problem can be posed as

max
x

∑

i∈S
Ci log(x1 + 0.1)

∑

i∈S(l)

xi ≤ 1 ∀l ∈ L

xi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ S

(70)

In order to apply DyMonDS-based method, this formulation is a degenerate case of the
one posed in Eqn. (36) where there are no internal constraints and all the variables appear
the intersections. Thus, xi in this formulation is to be treated like zi in the formulation in
Then the agent-specific formulation is to just optimize its own utility function given the
lagrange multipliers corresponding to its coupling constraints. This can be posed as follows:

max
xi

Ci log(xi + 0.1)−∑

j∈L(i) λjxi

xi ≥ 0
(71)

This problem is solved to obtain bids using the relations in Eqn. (50) which reduces to the
following for this degenerate case of having no internal constraints

∂Bi

∂xi

= ∇2
xfi(y)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ak
i

xi +
(
∇xfi(y)−∇2

xfi(y)y
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

bk
i

(72)

Here fi(xi) = Cilog(xi + 0.1), y is the solution obtained by solving the agent level problem
from λk−1 in the previous iterate utilized to obtain the bid function for the next iteration.
The bid constructed as Bk

i (xi) = 1
2
ak

i x2
i +bk

i xi, which are collected from all the sources and
then optimized by the system coordinator by solving the following problem

max
x

∑

i∈S
Bi(xi)

∑

i∈S(l)

xi ≤ 1 ∀l ∈ L

xi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ S

(73)

Traditionally utilized first order gradient methods such as the distributed dual gradi-
ent and the fast dual gradient method are simulated for comparizon with the proposed
DyMonDS-based approach. For the dual gradient algorithm and fast gradient algorithm,
the step size for lagrange multiplier increments have been assumed to equal to α = 2σ

Np
Ns
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where σ = ∇2fi(1) is the strong convexity constant for the utility functions in used [117]. Np

and Ns respectively are the longest path lengths among all sources and maximum number
of sources sharing particular link respectively.

For our DyMonDS approach, we do not have to go through the hassle of selecting a
step-size however. For all the methods, all of the following termination conditions have been
utilized [117]:

– primal objective function values satisfy
∣
∣
∣
f(xk+1)

f(xk)
− 1

∣
∣
∣ ≤ 0.01

– dual variables satisfy the worst case differences ‖λk+1 − λk‖∞ ≤ 0.01
– primal feasibility satisfies Axk − c < 0.01 for all the links

Fig. 9 Comparison of the rate of convergence of the proposed DyMonDS approach with
that of two other distributed methods for a system with 2 sources and 5 links

All the tested methods converge to a value equal to x1 = 0.3 and x2 = 0.7 for when
C1 = 10 and C2 = 20 in the utility functions used in the formulations of NUM in Eqn.
(70). The convergence rates in terms of the objective function values for all three methods is
shown in Fig. 9. Notice the effectiveness of the DyMonDS-based approach which only takes
about 10 iterations for convergences in comparison to the other methods which can go upto
thousands of iterations. Furthermore, just with a couple of iterations, the approach tends
to converge to a near-optimal point which is permissible for large-scale systems.

Similar to the analysis in [117], we have further produced random networks with a
random number of sources in the range [1, 25] and a random number of links in the range
of [1, 40] in order to test the scalability. For each of the 50 trials performed, the number of
iterations for convergence is shown in the Fig. 10. As anticipated the DyMonDS approach
requires very few number of iterations irrespective of the size of the system.
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